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J. H. STUART & CO.,
CIVIL KNUINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
» HiKh Street, South Parle, Maine.
Map* and Plan· made to order.
Map·» of the tlml>erlan<l· antl pocket mape of 1J
eu h county for «aie.
l'ubll-here of the Atlas of Maine.;

FOB SALE.
One of the beet investments in South
Eighteen-room
!'iria, on High Street.
Large
house, finished in three rents.
stable connected. Several acres of land.
Also three house lot· in desirable locality. Contemplated removal only cause
tot sale.
J. U. STUART, South Paris.

Co.,,

Wm. C. Leavitt
Norway,

14 Main St.,

Me.

Hardware, Stoves:
and Ranges.
All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONK)

BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone OMIMCtiM.
H0LLI8TCR-9

Tea Nuggets
Rocky Mountain
M edicts· for

A Buy
Boaj People.
Brhgs GoMsn Health aad Renewed Vigor.
A nrxvitlc for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidufv Trouble*. Pimplee. Eczema. Impure
UIochI, U.i ! Ureath. Slutfictsh bowels, Headache
It's B'H'ky Mountain Tea in taband backache
Genuine made by
let form. S.1 cents a box.
Hou.istir Ua'-Q Co*fant. Madison, Wla.

GOLDEN KU6GETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Specialist
Specialist

For sixteen year· I have fitted glasses to de·
ft·· tlte eye· and nothing elee—that make· me a
specialist. If your eye· trouble you In any way.

and If you want expert advice In regard to the
same, come to the man who la a •peclallst, who
■loes one thing only. No charge for eye examination· or consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

Nasal

CATARRH

In all it· «tag·· there
.i be c!eaunne«a.

Elj*i Créa· Balm

'ii;»«·, soothes and hea!·
'.he »i.*oi«ed membrane.
I: cures catarrh and drive·
•way a cold la the head

quickiy.
t

Balm is

ream

placed Into the noatrUa, spreads

and la absorbed. Belief
ni.. <.uuî and a care follow·.
It la sot drying—do··
η .t produce meeting. Large Mae, M Mat· at Drug·
1β
or
gists by mail; Trial Sise, casta bf Ball.
KLY BKOXH1BS, M Warn· Stmt. Haw Tork.
the membrane

orer

la lm-

fz-

the

light

SEEK ADVICE,
The kind

we

can

give

after a thorough and
C- examination.
V

you—

given
intelligent

can

be

RICHARDS,

S.
Graduate

Optician,

A new Lot

No

to.

Maine.

For Service
A right

the

right

good

size.
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the trot at the

heavy load;

and

States Is now desirous of producing.
The Morgan horse was not only a
puller of the greatest loads, but a roadster of the greatest number of miles;
combining with these qualities those of a
beautiful companion who was a safe
pleasure to have mingled with your
family, and all of these qualities are
those of the Arabian horse; and I am
satisfied from what I saw in the desert
of Arabia doring the summer of 1906,
that if those desert horses had been
taught to pull, they would have out-

pulled, possibly, any known horse, as
they are built for such demonstrations
of strength.
1 could use, possibly, no greater authority, or saner opinion, than was expressed the other day by a gentleman

visiting mj farms, from the border of
Canada. This man, a farmer, a breeder
of horses and cattle of the highest type,
a great believer in Morgan blood, and an
owner of the same; after he had spent
two days and a night at the farm, and I
had bidden him goodbye, supposing that
he bad gone home, he came to me the

day after in New York, and asked if he
could return again to the farm; that
while he had purchased a stallion of the
so called Arabians that were in America,
and while he had been a visitor to every
other Arabian stud in America, he could
not get out of his mind the brown
stallion "Haleb" which he had seen at
my farms, and of which he expressed
the opinion that he was "the saviour of
the Morgan horse," and he wanted to go

good

deal of uiouey, Callahan," I ob-

jected.

quick."

Behind Kolar's Ο. K. came a frantic
call from Rowe. "Runaways passed
here like a streak.
Knocked the ties
Into toothpicks. Couldn't bead them."
Callahan didn't wait to" hear any
more.
He only wjped the sweat from
It seemed forever before
his face.
Kolar spoke again. Then It was only
to say. "Runaways went by here before night man could get to switch and

open it."
And if
Would Bucks never come?
he did come, what ou earth could stop
the runaway traiu now? Tboy wore
heading luto tbe worst grade ou the
It averages 1 per cent
Weat End.
from Kolar to Grlflln, and there we get
down off tho Cheyeane bills withu loug
reverse curve und drop into tbe canyon
of the Blackwood with a 3 per cent
grade. Callahuu. almost beside himself, threw open a north window to
look for Bucks. Two men were tlyiug
down Main street toward the station.
He kuew them; It was Ole and Bucks.
Never before or sluce
But Bucks!

It's murder, you kuow. It's the penitentiary If they should convict you.
Bui it's worse thun that. If unything
happened because you went to sleep
over the key. you'd have them on your
mind all your life, don't you knowMen —and —and children.
forever.
That's what I always think about—
the children; maimed anil scalded

(\—π—h

a

ι

^enteeu

hills_Hke

Berkshire Boar,

JACKSON,

the

owner.

just

South Fui·» Me.

representative·,
bill tbeir support.

He poured bullet* lutu the unlucky casem cut.

j

Jim, If It ever happens
again, quit dispatching. Get iuto commercial work; mistakes dou't cost life
there; dou't try to bundle trains. If
Jt ever happens with you, you'll kill

and burned.

yourself."

That was all be said. It was enough.
And no wonder Cailabun loved him.
The wind tore frantically around the
station, but everything else was so
■till. It wa· 1 o'clock now and not a
eoul about l*it Callahan. D-l. D-i, J,
"Twelve or
clicked sharp and fast.

fourteen

cars

passed here-Just—now

east-running a-a-a." Callahan
Hp like a flash—listened.
ning away?

sprang
What! Run-

It was the Jackson operator calling.
Callahan Jumped to the key. "What's
that?" he asked quick as lightning
eould dash It.
"Twelve or fourteen cars coal passed here, full" forty miles an hour,
beaded east, driven by the wi"—
That was nil J could send, for Ogalis the station
aljp broke In. OgalnllaAnd
with Callajust west of Jackson.
han's copper hair raising higher at ev-

"IS Je

Une off down the grade."

""Τ

«·*%"»

Flft^

"Rent !" she exclaimed. "I don't pay
here
any rent. It is bad enough to live
without having to pay for it, and if he
don't fix up the house soon I'll leave
anyhow. Wonder if he expects I'm
going to freeze to death this cold
weather?"
"Well," remarked the proprietor, "It oath
on alkali
is a pretty hard case, but if you'll ac- of the amount expended.—New England
There was always a crowd down at
cept this flve dollar bill toward holding Homestead.
the station to meet 59. She
on another year I'll try to see Mr. Webeven
ster and have something done about
A farmer who still believes In oxen big arrival of the day at MeCloud
it."
for farm work is H. Mv Moxcey of East If she didn't get in until 11 ο cl(*k
With whieh remark he to«»k final leave Denmark, who ma» be seen almost any night She brought the mall and t
of his farm.—Boston Herald.
fine day hauling wood with a team of 12 express and the landseekers and. the
He Is wintering SO
oxen and steers.
men and the strangers gen-

nn^

WJ* ^

in the

traveling
bead of heat stock, 24 of them being
erally. so the MeCloud livery uien and
and steers. Mr. Moxcey does conhotel runners and prominent citizens
siderable farming, and also buys and
and prominent loafers and tbe city
sells stock; no lees than 119 oows have
came dowu to meet
passed through his hands during the fall marshal usually
But it was not so that .night
her.
and winter.—Maine Farmer.
The platform was bare. Not even t
Up among the hills of old Oxford is hardy chief of police, who was
the plaoe to go if one want· to find good watch and city marshal all combined,
oxen.
Moses Young of Hartford, who ventured out.
has won a well-deserved reputation by
The engineer ewung out of his cat)
hi· exhibits of oxen at the Mrs, has with the silence of an abused ma
sold more than 20 pair since the fall His
eyes were fntt of soda. hls ear·
exhibition·. L. A. Keene of the same
full of sand, his mustache Ynll of burs
town has just sold a fine pair of matchof tumbleweeds.
ed oxen to Franklin County parties for a and his whiskers full
of Sumner has The conductor and the
Buck
Clinton
price.
big
bought a good pair of 3-year-old· of climbed sullenly down, and the nag

a

stunted growth. By feeding

set time every morning and eveniag,
better results will be attained. The
essentials ia the winter care of sheep
feediag, plenty of water and
are

at a

regular
salt and roughage.

This

means

oon-

tentment for the flocks and oontentmeet
ia this ease ia alaoet everything.

han's order fled:
"Hold 50. Answer quick."
And Callendar answered: "Fifty-nine
Just pulling out of upper yard. Too
late to stop her. What's the matter?"
Callahan struck the table with bis
I
clinched fist. looked wildly about him.
then sprang from the chair, ran to the

window and threw up the sash. The
of I
moon shone a bit through the storm
sand, but there was not a soul in sight.
There were lights in the roundhouse a
hundred yards across the track. He
pu'led a revolver—every rattrond man
oat there carried one those days—and,
covering one of the roundhouse windows, began firing. It was a risk.
There was one chance, maybe, to a
thousand of his killing a night man.
But there were a thousand chance· to
one that a^whole train load of men and
women would be killed inside of thirty
minutes if he couldn't get help. He
choe· a window in the machinists' secno one usually
g.geman shoved open his door and tion, where he knew
Young.—Maine Farmer.
Into
slammed a trunk out on the platform went at night He ponred bullets
the unlucky casement as fast as powTwice aa muoh water Is needed by without η pretense of sympathy. The
oows which give milk as those not giv- the outgoing crew
climbed aboard der could carry them. Reloading raping milk.
and In a hurry. The conductor etect idly, be watched the roundhouse door,
and, sure, enough, almost at o'ice, it.
ran downstair· from the register and
Cleanliness, proper feeding* and care- I pulled his cap down
before be was cautiously opened. Then he fired
of
ful attention ace the chief requisites
I pushed ahead against the wind to git· Into the air-one, two, three, four, five,
business.
the

be fed regularly
winter. Ia fact, as much depends on
the regularity of feeding as on the food
itself. Thoee who are familiar with the
characteristic· of sheep know that they
always become restless about feeding
The value of regular feeding has
time.
been demonstrated by experiments with
two flocks. One waa fed daily at θ
o'clock In the morning and again in the
evening, while the other waa fed at different times during the dey. The result
waa that the flock fed regularly turned
out in a thrifty condition the following
spring, while the other· were thin and
sickly. Many of the latter Sock had died
dnriag the winter and folly 8 per cent of
the lambe had either died at birth or Mosee
oxen

dairy

^^.

8endlnr her back to you on 60.
Christmas.

gether—now!"

Harvey and tbe cowboys splintered
tbe pnnel In η twinkling, and Brinks,
with a few clean strokes, cut an opening. Tbe cowboys, Jumping together,
ran In nud began fishing for tooh In
tbe dark. One got bold of a wrench:
tbe other, a pick. Harvey caught up
a claw bar, and Banks grabbed a spike
In α bunch they ran for the
maul.
point of the cujve on tbe house track.
It lies there close to the verge of η
limestone blrff that looms up fifty feet
above the river.
But it is one thing to order a contact opened and another and very different thing to open it at 2 in the morning on Dec. 25 by men who know no
more about track cutting than about
logarithms. Side by side nnd shoulder
to shoulder the man of tbe law nnd the
men out of the law, the rough riders
and the railroad boy, pried and wrenched and clawed and struggled with the
steel. While Harvey nnd Banks clawed nt the spikes the cowboys wrestled
with tbe nuts on the bolts of the fishplates. It was α bailie. The nuts
wouldn't twist; the spikes stuck like
piles; sweat covered the assailants.
Harvey went Into a frenzy. -"Boys,
we must work faster!" he cried, tugging nt the frosty spikes. But flesh and
blood could do no more.
"There they come—there's the runaway train. Do you hear it? I'm going to open the switch anyhow," Ilarvey shouted, starting up the track.
"Save yourselves."
Heedless of the warning. Banks
struggled with the plate bolts In a
silent fury. Suddenly he sprang to his
feet. "Give me the maul!" lie crle.l.
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Into the river.

8et

|t.

S,

Tlie words flew off bb lingers like
sparks, and auo.ber message crowded
the wire behind It:

Ίθ<£1ο

cast switch, oi>en and set for
tracK. Flag
'«« 59 and run her on
pawing track
lear
h

ssr

'«Λ;?

,

Tbev look old DOW.
and the paper Is smok<>d with the nre
οf the fifteen winters and blenched

L

swell

surroundings

Bucks

wouldn

know the:»». It was Uarvey lleyuo-fa.
who tool: them off the other end of the
wlre-a boy lu a tbousaud ίο» that
night and that minute. Tlie lustant the
words Hashed into the room he instructed the agent, grabbed an ax and

dashed out into the waiting room
where the sheriff. El Banks, sat w.th
his prisoners, the cowboys.
"Ed" cried Harvey, "thereβ a runawav train from Ogalalla coming down
the Hue In the wind. If we cant trap
it here it'll knock Γ»0 Into kindling
wood. Turn the boys loose. Ed, and
cave the passeuger train. Boys, show
the man and square yourselves right
now. I don't know what you re here
for, but I be'.lJVO It s to save .»9. W 111
you help?"
The three men sprang to their feet
Ed Banks slipped the handcuffs off lu
η trice.
"Never »ulnd the rest of It.
Save the passenger train first!" he
roared. Bveryl-mly from Ogalalla to
Omaha knew Ed Banks.

The Kidneys

weak» tor»
pU, or stagnant, the whole

When they

are

system suffers. Don't neg·
feet then et· this

tit) bot

heed the warning of the
hack, the Moated
fsce, the tallow complexion,
the urinary dfeorar» and

hwfflh tieatnwfi tat once with

Hood'sSarsapariDa
safeetcnrotiveeabttancet.

Fulminate of mercury Is spread over
three of the silts, and the sheet Is folded
nul fastened together. Projecting from
each ! ide of the folded sheet Is a little
n:etal strip, or detonator, glued to the
cardboard In such a manner that tbe
auveloiie caunot be opened wltbout

Merry

It came off the wire first Callahan,
taking It. didn't think Bncks heard,
though It's probable that be did hear.
Anyway, Callahan threw the clip over
toward him, with α laugh.
"Look there, old man. There's your
mother coming after all your kicking
—carried by on 50."
As the boy turned he saw the big
dispatcher's head sink between his

strikiug one of them. Upon meeting
this slight resistance tbe band moving
the paper cutter Instinctively pushes
harder, and the result is an explosion

that either kills or maims.
Tb<i easiest bomb to construct is set
lu operation by simply turning It op*
dde down, tl Is usually a good sized
•racker I ok. lined with paper and half
lilied with a mixture of chlorate of

arms on tbe table. Callahan sprang to
hi· side, but Bucks had fainted.

TURNED THE JOKE.
The Way

a

on

Into
and ordinary sugar.
bottle of a powerful acid is Introduced. The remainder of tbe space
in tlu' box h filled with scraps of metal.
Then the lid is soldered on.
Ail that Η then necessary is to place
the Ijox upside down at the spot In
which It is tj explode. The acid eats
ijuickly lluough the cork of tbe bottle
and romc*. In eon tact with the chlorate
of potifosimu. As u result of the chemical combination which takes place

potassium

this

Bridegroom Got the Laugh

"Funny"

His

Chum.

Under the thin disguise of harmless
fun many un unpardonable rude prank
is played upon newly married couples.
It is refreshing to hear of an occasional Instauce in which the "Joke" reacts
A young man and his
on tbe Joker.
bride, who had Just been married in a
western town, were starting on their
wedding Journey. They had managed
to reach tbe train In safety despite tbe

Ancient

boys; waitlug breathless, saw Hurvey
with a determined lurch close tbe main

line coutact
In the next breath tbe coalers, with
the sweep of the gale In their frightful velocity, smashed over the switch
and on. A rattling whirl of ballast
clatter of noise, and beaud a

nesses.

After them the articles of agreement
of marriage, called tabuloe matrimonial·*, which are mentioned by Augustine. were signed by both persons. After this the man delivered to tbe womute!"
an the ring aud oiber gifts, an action
But the conductor, who.se quick eye which was termed subarrhation.
In
had taken In the situation, refused to tbe latter ages the espjitsals have alwait lie gave the order for starting,
ways been performed at the same time
It was α
and the train pulled out.
as tlie office of matrlmouy in all the
through train and made no stop for churches abroad, and It has loir; beeu
the next fifty miles. Before it stopped,
customary tor the ring to be delivered
however, the brakemau, with the aid to the woman after the contract ba:t
of a sharp liie and a hammer, succeed-, been made, which has always been in
ed In releasing Harry. The practical
the,actual office of matrimony.
Joker meanwhile had had to pay full
The rlnj !s a special token of spoushad
fare for the fifty miles and still
age. Iu some of the old manuals for
bis fare home to pay.
tbe use of forelgv cathedrals before
the minister proceeds to tbe marriage
he Is directed to ask the woman's

dowry—viz, the tokens of spotisage·and by these tokens of spousage are

Way

!
I

while Ampere and Brnzza are not far
behind. Literary men and statesmen
the
dispute with the scientists for
highest distinctions, and the national
sentiment of France is evidently eclectic.

Profpeaor Swallowed It All.
The scholarly William E. Byerly, professor of mathematics at Harvard, was
once asked by a student how to develop a retentive memory. The professor answered that ordinary mental
exercise was sufficient to secure a
good memory, whereat the student
asked If he might test the mental capacity of his Instructor. Professor Byerly agreed, and the student askci

him to listen to and remember several varied Items for a test, lie be-

lahan heard It coming: "Rails cut, but
59 safe. Runaways went by her· fully
seventy miles an hour."
It was easy after that Griffin is tbe
foot of tbe grade. Prom there on the
runaway train bad a hill to climb.
Bucks had held 250, tbe local passen-

miles
ger, sidetracked at Davis, thirty
farther east. Sped by the wind, the
at
rauawaye passed Davis, though not
half their highest speed. An Instant
later 250's euglne was cut loose and
started after them like a scared collie.
Three miles east of Davis thoy were

overhauled by tbe light engine. The
fireman. Donahue, crawled out of the
cab window, along the foot rail and
down on the pilot, caught (be ladder of
the first enr end, running up, crept
along to the hader and began setting

Teu minutes later they
back In triumph to Davla.
When tbo multitude of orders was
out of the way, Bucks wired Ed Banks
to bring bis cowboys down to McCloud
on 00.
Sixty was the eastbouud passenger dire at McCloud nt 5:30 a. m. It
turned out that the cowboys had been
arrested for lassoing a Norwegian
homesteader who had cut their wire.
It was not a heinous offetue, aud after
It was 8'ra'crbt»ue'l out by tbo Interve.'itl·»!! of Du ks, who was tbo whole
were

brakes.

brought

thjpg I ben they

were

given Job : I i«so·

bar elj la the truin service
Ο c of th 'ni. tbe tall fellow. Is a pas
eenger conductor ou the Ifgb lino yet.
It was y o'clock Hint irm'n»
I
;>:i
&r»tb οΓ I»e»fi::ber in
the West Kurt—before tfiev -nt t'iln·"
t-ere v. *
decently straightened

Ing

su;r:r

out',

understood lin^s or money or
other tilings to l>o tri von to the
woman by the man, which giving le
called wedding or covenanting, especially when It in done by the Klvlng of
a ring.—New York Tribune.
to

lie

some
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Anirra!» That Arc Trained.
animal trulucr paused In

midnight sn,.|».

his

r.

"It Is Mtiaii e." h.· sa'·!. "Ιιο.ν train-

I
··».
ing Increase; an animal's val
train It
can buy a you.ig lloti f< r
and sell it for $500 afterward. Take
the group I performed with t rdght
tlnee Hons, three tl^er*. t»vo Ι,-. j.unU.
:'ou l:e:.rs au I four lson":ir!!td<. Th.'y
of conlire all youu^ ai lu i;i t : pit»:;
b*
dition, but uuiruliied t~cy wouldn't

;

at
worth more than yi.fHMi or
the outside. Vet the bos.; was offered
$00,010 for them last v.·. el». Tlu> training sets the price, au.l no wo:.der. It
of
took four years to traiu this group
mine. and. lhot>gli there ure o.i!y six·
teen animals iu it uow, uo less thau

seventy hud to bi> tried u:ul dlscardeJ
we
before we got together the sixteeu

wauted."

Short Stay Neighborhoods.
A man who couteiuplated g>lug into
business for himself looked uround for
He rejected the ada good location.
vice of two friends who had suggested
which they thought de-

neighborhoods

elmbie.

he
"I don't like either of the places."
said. "Business can't l>e good around
I have paused through thosv
there.
streets uiauy times, and always I have
been struck with the frequency with
which the names ou the shops are
changed. That doesn't look promising.
Wherever a man finds trade profitable
he tays; contrariwise, he moves. None
of the short stay neli;h!>orhood* for

me."—New York I'ost.

*

gan:

"One quart of whisky."
"Um!" said the professor.
"Six pounds of eugur, α pint of sour
milk, three onions, half a gallon of mo·
dizzy
fore the frightened crew of 59 could lasses and two raw eggs."
run"Um!" said the professor.
«ee what was against them the

away train was passed—gone!
"I wasn't going to stop here tonight?'
muttered the engineer as he stood
with the conductor over Harvey's
shoulder at tbe operator's desk a minute later aud wiped the chill from his
forehead with a piece of waste. "We'd
have met them In the canyon."
Harvey was reporting to Bucks. Cal-

Mutual

bishop

"That's a good one on me, Ilarry,"
he said, with a sickly kind of smile,
"but I'll have to ask you to come to the
door with me and get the key to these
things from the fellow outside that's
got it Hold on. conductor, Just a min-

It ClaMifi·· the Greatest
Men of the Nation.
Tlu» Petit Parisien in 1000 conducted
a very interesting plebiscite, the object
of which was to ascertain who. In the
opinion of Its readers, were the ten
greatest Frenchmen of the nineteenth
century. More than 15.000.000 votes
were given, and the result was that
Pasteur came out at the top of tile poll
with 1,3.'W,42·"» votes. The next were

minute yet—a bare sixty seconds—and
Harvey had no Idea of dumping $10,IX» worth of equipmeut Into the river
uuless he had to.
Suddenly up went the safety signals
from tbe east end. The 101 was coughing noisily up the passing track—the
Banks aud tbe cowline was clear.

the

the actual celebration of marriage.
These espousals consisted lu a mutual
promise of marriage, which was made
by the mau aud womau before the
or presbyter aud several wit-

groom himself.

The

The shriek of a locomotive whistle
Looking east, Harvey
cut tbe wind.
had been watching «Te headlight.
Khe was pulling iu on the siding.
He still held the switch open to send
the runaways Into the trap Buck»
had set If the passenger train failed
to get Into the clear, but there was a

of

Ceremony

Promise of Marriage.
Tbe lirst part of tiie matrimonial office was anciently termed the espousal,
which took place some time prior to

FRENCH SENTIMENT.

tbe precipice.

explosion.—Chicago

terriiic

THE ESPOUSAL

his wrist.
The groom had been suspecting a
trick of some kind, and before the
practical Joker could play a similar
trick on the bride he found the other
handcuff snapped round Ills own wrist.
He was chaiued to the happy bride

Raising the heavy tool like a tack
hammer, he landed heavily o:t the bolt

a

then; Is a
Xews.

showers of rice and old ehoes.
Just as they had taken their seats in
the car one of the bridegroom's chums
came hastily in to bid him goodby. As
the young husband extended his band
tbe friend snapped a handcuff round

o\er

back at him:

with the sun of fifteen summers, but
t> this ray they hung there In 1
walnut frames. the original orcere. Just
from
came
Ogalnlla,
this
ery letter,
>cr.»tcbed then. off. I m
"Heavy gust caught twelve coal cars I as Buck;
ltaUL? there In the dl p itcl.e s oflltcs in
on side track; sent them out ou main
IKW depot nut Ιο «

Sicks.

ST rV

~

Dewey.
"Pick up that tie and ram her!" be
Your mother Is aboard 60. 8b« was
cried, painting to the door. "All to- carried by McCloud In the Denver sleeper.
aa

was

h'-'Where1

Make· an Apparently Harmless
Letter a Deadly Machine.
80 expert are bembmakeni nowadays
but au apparent]/ harmless letter may
■till 11 ny person who tries to open It. ▲
jlece of cardboard Is cut to a size
rhleii. wbcu folded over, will lit Into
The four corin ordinary envelope.
ners of this are slit Into narrow strips.

Ht

ed the seat over to Callahan and, getting up for the first time in two bourt,
dropped into another chair.
The very first thing Callahan received wns a personal from Pat Francis at
Ognlfflla, conductor of ΒΘ. It was for
Bucks:

ure >our section men?" asked Burks.
«In bed at the section hourt.
"Who's with you?"
"Night agent: sheriff with two cowboy prisoners waiting to t:ike 51).
Before the hint word came Bucks

Lr<

THE BOMBMAKER.

ports

Victor Hugo, who received 1,227,103
votes: Garabetta 1,1515,(572, Napoleon
1,118,034, Thiers 1.030,453, Lazare Carnot 050.772, Curie 851,107, A. Dumas
Dr. H ou χ 003,041 and
In a Lunch tî.ij run Jor the μοiut oj\ pere 850,002,
Parmentier 498.803. Immediately folt·'te curvj.
were Ampere, the electrician:
iiufs once ηnd again. and they ilew In lowing
Brazzn, the explorer; Zola, Lamartine
u stream like bulle's over tbe bluff.
Tbo fuller cowboy, bending c.'jse on and Arngo.
It will be observed with Interest how
La knee·, raised a yell. Tbe plates
is the proportion of scientific
oilier
tbe
large
to
Lid given.
Spriugiug
the number of those who, in
In
men
bolts
even
tbe
rail, Banks stripped
of Frenchmen, occupy the
the
tbe
shot
into
opinion
after tbe mad traiu bad
of the
Tliey drove the highest places In the records
gorge above tlieui.
Napoleon Is only fourth.
l>ick under tbe loosened steel, unj country.
and
with a pry tbat bent tbe claw bar aud though Pasteur heads the list,
the chein·
a yell tbat reached Harvey, trembliu? Curie, Roux and Parmentier,
of the
at the switch. they tore away the 1st who introduced the culture
honored,
stubborn contact aud pointed the rails I potato into France, are also

lie_

with the wind tuning into a gale and
They were already past Jackson,
The first section provides that every
the boys in bad humor, excepi eight miles away, beaded east and runocor
owner
or
co-operation
person
Not that Bucks couldn't get
down hill. Callahan's eyes turned
cupying any lands abutting in highways mad. but it took more than a cyclone ning hares to the train sheet. Fiftylike
shall cause all noxions weeds, briars
him.
nine, going west, was due that minute
and brush growing on such lands within to start
No 50. the California express, was to leave Callendar. From Callendar to I
the bounds of the highway to be destroyed between June 15 and July 1 and late that night All the way up the Grlffln is a twenty miles' mn. There
between August 15 and September 1 in valley the wind caught her quarter- Is a station between, but In those days
each year. The boards of supervisors or
coal
"
««
no night operator. Tbo runaway
selectmen may appoint a party or parties there on the plains such storms dldn t train was then less than thirty miles
tbeir
in
or
destruction
for such cutting
blow our toy engines clear ο
west of Grlffln, coming down a forty
respective towns or counties.
For that matter, they might a
rails
mile grade like a cannon ball. If 59
The second section of the proposed
taken tbe fib,.
could be stopped at Callendar, she
bill provides that overseers or selectcould be laid by In five minutes out of I
men shall notify the occupants to re- „t tbem went over.lxty pmn^
Written nine was due at 11 o'clock. It was the way of the certain destruction
move weeds, briars and brush.
notices may be given calling for such half past 12 when she pulled In
ahead of her on the main line. Callaremoval. If they are not removed with· Callahan's trick.
But Buc.cs hung han seized the key and began calling I
overseer
in ten days after such notices,
around the office until she staggered '*Cn." He pounded until the call burnor selectmen shall employ some one to
np under the streaked moonlight, as ed Into bis fingers. It was an age beunder
a
make
and
work
such
report
do
a looking train as ever choked fore Callendar answered. Then Callato the commissianer of highways frowsy

Γη

bo

was seen on a street or Mcciouu sueu

ti"ure as Bucks, lu bis trousers ami
nil liners, with hie ul?btshlrt free as be
eaiied down the wlud. In another lu■taut he was bounding up the 8ta>M.
"What have you done?" he panted,
throwing himself luto the chair. Callahan told blm. Bucks held his head
In his hands while the boy talked. He
turned to the sheet-asked quick for o9.
I tried
-She's out of Calleudar.
bard to stop her. I dldu't lose a second; she was goue."
Barely an iustau* Bucks studied the
Itouted out of a souud sleep
sheet.
after an eight hour trick and on such
a ulcht by such a message, the marTel was he could think at all. much
less set a trap which should sa\e
in twenty minutes from the time
59
Bucks took the key the two trains
save th
would be together. Could
passenger? Callahan dldu t belleve it.
Λ sharp, quick call brought Ο t iffin.
We had one of the brightest lads on
Cnlla- |
the whole division at Griffin.
h;in. listening. heard Griuin answer.
!T>w tne
Bucks rattled a question.
ba.w» ou tli. hunt, tmwrum
tick of t sounder when human U\es

much

to do—orders to make and reto take. Bucks, still on the key
In bis flowing robes and tumbling hair,
sent and took them all Then he turn-

"V*Hicli way? IIow?" cried the cowin a lather of excitement
Harvey Reynolds, beckoning as be
ran, rushed out tbe door and np the
track, 111» posse nt bis heels, stumbling
Into the gît le like lunatics.
"Smash In the tool bouse door!" panted Harvey as he ueared It
Ed Hanks seized the ax from Ills
bands and took command as naturally

boys,

a

.'.High

—

made only

Service fee $100.

A. K.

at

that was also the condition of the Morgan horse when he was in his so-called
purity though he was even less in size
than the Orloff; and it is that oondltion
in connection with the Morgan horse,
that the government of the United

Christmas.

Sheep should

of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
0.1k woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and pee this l»ne. Job

Norway,

disposition,
high rate of speed
same time drawing

*"

Feeding Sheep.

Sooth Paris.

bing promptly attended
charge for team.

com-

β ικ h s

herd is in a dangerous condition and
that "if that horse was taught to pull,
"Figure it out yourself. To beglu
that it is necessary to slaughter the
he could out-pull any horse in the with,
fifty passengers' lives —that's
entire herd, still, if such is the case,
of weight of size."
regardless
world,
$5.000 apiece, isu't it?" Callahan had
there is every reason why the work
a cold blooded way of figuring a passhould be doue and quickly.
Good Advice on Clover.
To stamp out tuberculosis, however,
senger's life from the company standseem to me, I can reas
Few
my
years
killing the infected animals only half member the time when red clover was point. "It would have killed over fifty
does the work. Cattle, in certain stages
ever
the sure and dependable passengers if the runaway had
of tuberculosis, are able to transmit the accounted
There wouldu't have been
means of keeping a field in good heart struck 5!).
disease, which is a recognized germ
a potato orop, says Alva Agee in
euough left of 50 to make a decent fud>s« ase, to other cattle, either directly for
and potatoes brought neral. Then the oqulpuieut. at least
with inanimate objects National Stockman,
or by contact
better
I remember even
$50.000. But there was a whole lot
such ae portions of the barn itself or good money.
the time when we were driven to realize
implements used on the cattle. Modern that clover no longer was a sure crop, more than $500.000 in It for Bucks."
"How so?"
science, however, has found that it is
and then trouble began. Soils became
"lie told nie once that If he hadn't
possible, easy and cheap to thoroughly deficient in humus,
and
we learned
disinfect a barn which has sheltered
material is saved 51» that night he would never
that
humus-making
surely
contaminated animals and make it safe
life of the soils. This was an ad- have signed another order anywhere
in which to put animals entirely healthy. the
vance
step in knowledge. We got the on any road."
We are glad to see that after the hosall soils which
sure fact that
"Why?"
pital herd is slanghtered, all the barns ever bad been practically had an abund-« iij f r»w.wac anci n ««* «·· VMV*
productive
will be thoroughly disinfected before a
ance of nearly all mineral elements, and
he found out that his own mother was
new herd is purchased.
at most, they needed only two or three
aboard 50. 1-i ln't you ever bear
In this connection we think the presof these elements, and the biggest need
ent statutes should be amended so that
Well. sir. It was Christmas eve. urn.
or
fibre
will
be
is
and
vegetable
in such cases the Cattle Commissioners was.
the year was 1S84."
was
It
matter.
form
of
some
organic
should not on'y have the power, but
Christmas eve everywhere, but on
worth while to learn these things from
should be compelled in all cases to see
the West End It was Just plain Dee.
farmers.
and
scientists
our
practical
disinfection is thoroughly
that such
But those were dreary days when the
done. It is a bad enough economic loss
clover would not grow. Stable manure
Winds will prevail for ensuing
to the state to lose thousands of cattle
furnish all humus needed on the
each year; and, if this can be prevented cannot
tweuty-four hours. Station agents wwl
is
to
farms whose duty it
provide vegeta- use extra tare to secure cars on sidby a little extra labor and a small ex- bles and
grains for human consumption. ings.
Brakcaieu must use tare to
pense in the matter of disinfection, it is
field
southern
The
beans, hairy
soy
pea,
altogether too important to be neglect- vetch and Bob Seeds'
avoid
being blown from moving
are aids in
turnips
ed.—Maine Farmer.
getting organic matter into soils, but the trains."
That Is abaut all Bucks said In Lis
great mass of us need the clovers to do
Sheep or Dogs.
the work of keeping laud in good physi- bulletin that evening-not a word
The hearing before the committee on cal condition and of supplying nitrogen. about Christmas or Merry
Now we know with certainty that In fact, if Christmas had come U Altagriculture recently on the bill (or the
protection of sheep husbandry was of nearly all land that ever showed adapta- Cloud that night they couldn't have
more than ordinary interest, as was tion to clover can be brought back to
less
shown by the large attendance and by good clover production. We know it held it twenty-four minutes, much
the close attention given to the facts because success has been obtained on so twenty-four hours-tlie wind was too
Λ11 the week, all the day. all
brought out from those who spoke on many kinds of this land, and because high
the subject. It was plainly shown from there is plain, common sense in the the night. It had blown-a December
*.«
3
the testimony of the large number of UiVIUVUl
wind, dry as an August noon, bitter
ownero of sheep present, and those who
We know the peculiar banger clover as powdered Ice. It was In the early
wished to become owners, that the re- has for lime. This is fact No. 1. We
days of our western railroading, when
cent falling off in the numbers of sheep know clover's dislike for certain acids in
we had only one fast tralu on t.ie
in our state has been chiefly due to the the soil that lime destroys, and as the
U.«ls-Cel femle
tbe St
destruction by dogs, while the reason original lime in the sarfaoe soil washes schedule
that the sheep industry is not largely on down below, these acids accumulate. express-and only one fast engine
the increase is from the fear that this de- Our scientists may not express the fsct the division—the 101-and only one
struction will be allowed to go on. The in these terms some day, but need of the man on the whole West End-Bucks
fact was shown by the testimony of lime and its friendly aid to clover will
Bucks was assistant supei intern.tnt
several of the responsible farmers pres- remain. This is fact No. 2. We know and master mechauic and trainmaster
ent that thousands of acres of the hill the deficiency of phosphorus in most and chief
dispatcher and storekeeperlands of our state, just such lands ai are eastern soils, as evidenced by the comand a bully good fellow. There were
best suited to sheep pasturage, are now mon effectiveness of any form of phossome boys in the service. among them
growing up to weeds and bushes because phate and clover's need of this element.
Callahan was
the flocks formerly thriving on their Tbis is fact No. 3. There are now thou- Callahan.
with hair Uke a suuset and a mind
sweet grasses have been so menaced or sands of us scattered widely who know
destroyed by dogs that the owners have by experience or observation at close quick as an air brake. It wasι his
if it first year at the key. and he had a
been forced to give up the industry.
range that if land has drainage* and
It is being admitted without question be given enough humus in the form of night trick under Bucks.
that modern sheep husbandry is one of manure or any other material in the surCallahan claims it blew so hard that
the most profitable lines of stock now face soil to aid the baby clover plants a
night that it blew most of tbe color
farmers.
This
Maine
can
to
our
being
and
bring out or his hair. Sod houses had spruug
little bit, lime
open
phosphorus
the case, the flocks should be multiplied that land into heavy clover production.
up like dog towns In the buffalo grass
and these hill pastures occupied. But
But that day homethe fall.
during
Clean.
this cannot be in the face of the deHighways
Keep
Into dugouts and smothsteaders
struction now going on by dogs. The
crept
relation
in
A much needed regulation
question, then, now laid before the to the destruction of noxious weeds in ered over buffalo chip Ares. Horses
committee on agriculture and the legishighways has been brought to the at- and cattle huddled Into friendly pocklature is whether the sheep industry, so tentiou of the Massachusetts legislature ets a little out of the worst of It or
of
the
the
state,
to
prosperity
important
in the form of Senate bill No. 179. Tbis froze mutely In pitiless fence corners
shall be protected and fostered, or shall matter was
brought over from last year on the divides. Sand drove gritting
the dog·, ninety of which in every hun- fora better
a
hearing. It will soon be down from the Cheyenne
dred at least are of no value whatever to
brought up and should receive favorable
Streets of the row
their owners, be allowed to destroy the attention. New Tork has a similar law storm of snow.
flocks and continue to drive out a busi- to the one proposed and members of the prairie towns stared deserted at the
skv. Even cowboys kept their ranches,
ness that should and easily can be worth
grange, farmers and citizens of the comits millions to the state'? She«p or dogs; monwealth can exeroise much influence and through the gloom of noou the sun
which will we have?—Maine Farmer.
It «
for good by writing their senators and cast a coward shadow.
asking them to give the wretched day. and the eun went down

amused

IT NEEDS ATTENTION.

X the kind that only

horse with beauty,

and kindness of
Intelligence
whion could maintain a

an

of some land in New Hampshire,
with buildings thereon. He left the
tenant who was there when the premises
were conveyed to him in possession.
One summer a few years later as he and
his wife were journeying in the vicinity
of the farm they decided to take a look
at it He found an aged woman in
charge. She said in reply to questions
that the plsc* belonged to a lawyer down
in Boston named Webster.
"What rent do you pay?" asked the

Eye,

fX

regret sincerely that

owner

An eye finds relief in a shaded
or clouded Glass something is
wrong with the interior of that

so

a

and spend another day, whereupexamination again
on, with more than pleasure, I extended
shows that the Maine Insane Hospital
the invitation. He believed, he said,
we

Webster and His Tenant.
Daniel Webster once became

I WHENEVER
If it were not
would not irritate.

▲· a result of a meeting of the State
of Maine Cattle Commission, consisting
of Prank S. Adams of Bowdoin, Flavius
Ο. Beal of Bangor and John M. Deering of Saco, and the board of trustees
of the insane hospitals, which was held
at the Angasta institution recently, on
the matter of tuberculosis in the hospital herd of cows, it was decided that
the better course to pursue was to have
all of the animals destroyed, and the
work will probably commence at once.
This herd numbers 153 animals, including cows and yearling stock, and
is one of the finest herds of Bolsteins
in the state. The uerd was recently
tested for tuberculosis and the majority
of the animals were found to be affect·
ed, and while quite a number did not react when the test was applied It was
deemed for the best to destroy all of the
animals, thoroughly fumigate the barns
and then purchase a new herd.
The herd has supplied the milk for
the hospital, but as it has for the past
three years been pasturized before being used there has been no danger of
transmitting the infection in that way.
The work of destsoying the cattle will
be doiH» by men in the employ of the
compulsion, and will be carried on gradually until all have been killed. The
carcasses will be disposed of by being
sent to Portland where they will be
rendered.—Kennebec Journal.
The State of Maine has seen fit to
enact certain laws aimed at the extermination of tuberculosis among cattlo
in the state. So far as these laws go,
on the whole, we believe that they are
wise and in time will prevent infection.
Certainly, if there is any merit in these
laws, the first place where evidence of
operation should be shown is among the
While
cows owned by the state itself.

he created
bined with

ne saw a man start for tbe
station on th? ('.end run. He knew, too,
by the tremendous sweep of bis legs
that It wue Ole Anderson, tbe night
foreman, the man of all others be
wanted.
"Ole." cried tbe dispatcher, waving
his arms frantically as tbe giant Swede
leaped across tbe track and looked op.
from tbe platform below, 'go get
Bucks. I've got a runaway train going against GO. For your life, Ole.
run Γ
Tbe big fellow was Into tbe wind
with tbe word. Bucks boarded four
blocks away.
Callnban, slamming
down tbe window, took tbe key and
began calling Rowe. Rowe Is tbe first
station east of Jackson. It was now
the first point at which the runaway
coal train conld be headed.
"R-o, R-o," be rattled. The operator
must have been sitting on tbe wire,
for lie answered at once. As fast as
Cr.'.tnbnn's fingers could talk be told
Rowe tbe story and gave bim orders to
get tbe night agent, who, he knew,
must be down to sell tfckets for 50.
and pile all tbe ties they could gather
across the track to derail tbe runaway
Then he began thumping for
train.
Kol.:r. tlie next station east of Rowe
and the second ahead of the runuways.
Ho pounded r.ud he pounded, and when
the mrui at Kolar answered Callahan
could have sworn he bad been asleep
Just from the way he talked. Does It
seem strange? There are many strange
things about a dispatcher's senses.
"Sead your night mau to west switch
bouse track and open for runaway
train. Fet brakes hard on your empties
on siding to spill runaways If possible.
Do anything and everything to keep
Work
them from getting by you.
six—au.:

the engineer Ills copy of tbe orders as
the new engine was coupled up. The
fireman pulled .the canvas jealously
The brakeman
around the cob* end.
ran hurriedly back to examine tbe air
connections and gave bis signal to the
conductor. Tbe conductor gave his to
tbe euglneer. There were two short,
By FRANK H. SPEARMAN
choppy snorts from tbe 101, and 59
moved out stealthily, evenly, resistGvrâk 1900. kr Ftamk H. Sçmmu
leesly Into tbe teeth of the night. In
another minute only her red lamps
gleamed up the yard. One man still on
SEE a good deal tbe platform watched tbem recede. It
of stuff In print I was Bucks.
about the engiHe came up to tbe dispatcher's ofneer," said Cal- fice and sut down. Callahan wondered
lahan dejected- why he didn't go home and to bed,
ly. "What's the but Callahan was too good a railroad
matter with the man to ask questions of a superior.
dispatcher? Bucks might bave stood on his bead
What's the mat- on the stove and It redhot without bethe
ter
with
ing pursued with Inquiries from Callaman who tells the engineer what to dohan. If Bucks chose to sit up out there
aud Just what to do: how to do It, and oa the frozen prairies In a flimsy ba«n
exactly how to do it; with the man of a station and with tbe wind bowlwho sits shut in brick walls and bung
ing murder at 12 o'clock past and that
In Chinese puzzles, his ear glued to a on Chri—the 24th of December, it
receiver an J his finger fast to a key was Bucks' own business.
aud his eye riveted on a tralu chart—
"I klud of looked for my mother tothe man who orders and aunuls and night." said he after Callahan got his
stops aud sturts everything within GOO orders out of the way for a minute.
miles of him and holds under bis "Wrote she was coming out pretty
thumb more lives every minute than soon for α little visit."
a brigadier does in a lifetime? For In"Where does your mother live?"
stance," asked Callahan, in bis tired
"Chicago. I sent her transportation
way, "what's the matter with Bucks?" two weeks ago. Reckon she thought
Naw, I myself uever knew Bucks. Ha she'd better stay borne for Christmas.
left tiie We.it End before I weut ou Back iu God's country· they have
Bucks is second vie· president—which Christmas just about this time of year.
means the bass—of a transcontinental Watch out tonight, Jim.
I'm going
Une uow and a very great swell. But home. It's α wind for your life."
uo man from tiie West End who calls
Callahan was making a meeting
on Bucks has to wait for au audience,
point lor two freights when the door
tlnugh bigger men da. They talk of closed behind Bucks. He didn't even
him out t! er.· yet. Not of General Su- sing out "Good night."
And as for
perintendent Bucks, which he came to Merry Chri—well, that had no place
be, uor of General Manager Bucks. on the West End anyhow.
On the W;>st En:l he is Just plaiu
"D-l. d-i, d-1, d-i," came clicking into
Bucks, but Bucks ou the West Eud the room.
Callahan wasu't asleep.
means a whole lot.
Once he did sleep over tbe key. When
"lie saved the company $300.000 that be told Bucks, be made sure of his
ulght thj Og.tlalla train rau away," time, only he thought Bucks ought to
museil Call. ban. Callahan himself Is know.
assistant supe/intendent uow.
Bucks shook his head pretty bard
"Three huuiired thousaud dollars is u that time. "It's awful business, Jim.

thiuj

T«l*ph«M 134-11.
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In oreating the wonderful Orloff
horse, the late Count Orloff showed the
philosophy of progression of time; he

"speed the now.·*

help

Attorney at Law,
Telephone Connection·.

|1

The Hon· to Help Mankind.
(Homer Davenport 1b Un Stock JoonaL)

CocTwpoadenoe on pntOotl igitooltanl loptea realized that the horse that wsa to be a
to aohctted.
Address all oonin union ton» In
to mankind wonld have to go fast
taaded far thto daptttMM to Hmi D.
Hamhohd, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- with heavy loads, inatead of following
ocrat, Put·. Me.
wind-shield that he wonld be compel·
led to breast the front: and in the es·
tabllahment of the Orloff horse be reachState Cattle Condemned.
ed the highest point of his expectations;

ARLES P. BARNES,

Kyerton Block.
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Oxford

"Two green apples, twenty-six pc ιnnts, one and a half cucumbers and
four mince pies."
"Um!" said the professor.
"A packagc of starch, sixty-seven
cakes of yeast and the skins of seven
bananas. Got that down?"
"Yes," answered Dr. Byerly.
"How does It taste?" asked the stu-

dent.—Boston Herald.

It often takes a lot of common sense
to get a man out of trouble a little
nonsense got bim Into.—Beaver (Okla.l
Herald.

Cause* of Headache.
People get headache because they do
to
not take sufficient active exercise
the blood circulating actively, he-

keep

roine excited and often about things
that do not concern tbem at all, neglect daily action of bowele, bathe In
cold water without wetting the head,
sleep on a low pillow, take too much
alcohol, allow the feet to get cold, take
Iron and quinine when these drugs do

system.—Pittaburg

not agree with the
Press.

The Return.
"I believe." said the cheery philosopher, "that for every single thing you
give away two come back to you."
•That's in." experience." said Pharn-

"Last June I gave away my
ley.
daughter, and she anJ her btubend
came

back to us in

August."

Most people know that if they have
been tick they need Scoffs EmutS ion to bring back health and strength.

But the strongest point about Scoffs

Emulsion is that you don't have to be
sick to get results from it

keeps up the athlete's strength, puts fat
on thin people, makes a fretful baby happy,
brings color to a pale girl's cheeks, and prevents coughs, colds and consumption.
It

Food in concentrated form for sick and
Will» young and old, rich and poor.
And it contains no drugs and

no

alcohol
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Whenever.
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Save Money.
34 Years Work-No Repairs
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vestry.

been held, the terms have averaged less
than twelve days each, for the transaction of all civil and criminal business.

t&e legislature
of Supreme Ju-

establishes a third term
dicial Court at Rumford Falls, to be provided for the convenience of that section

of the county, at considerable expense to
the county. The fate of that bill is not
not,
there does not seem to be any loud call
for the establishment of a superior court,
having jurisdiction in civil matters to the
or

amount of f-ΉΧ), and in all criminal matters. It looks like an unnecessary complication of our judicial system.

Since the above was written, it is
learned from an abstract of the bill that
it provides for Oxford County terms to

be held at South Paris in January, and
at Rumford Falls in May and Nov-mber,
both civil and criminal business to be

bandied at all three sessions. That is,
the criminal business accruing during

of the twelve months of the year is
to be handled at Rumford Falls, fifty
miles by rail over two non-connecting
ten

railroads from the county seat, court
records and

jail.

It is unnecessary to suggest
Rumford Falls friends who

provisions
stepped by a long distance

that our

inspired

of the bill have over-

these

the bounds

of reason—so far, in fact, that it would
seem as if their effort ought to defeat
used.

John'· Letter.

Although it
day set apart

was bitterly cold on the
for the gathering of the
clan. Brother Prince ami I set forth for
the place of rendezvous, the Grange
Hall at East Hebron.
During our journey we might aa well
have been passing through an uninhabited wilderness, as no sign of life put
in an appearance, brute or human, and we
questioned if we might not be the only
siinpletous that would make the venture,
but soon after reaching our journey's
end we were merged in with about 150
simpletons and so escaped criticism.
We found a warm house and a warm
welcome, and when both were brought
to bear the chill soon passes away and
is remembered no more. We have heard
it hinted that the dinners are what draw
Grangers into conclaves. It is to be admitted that a good dinner has its attraction· for a healthful stomach and a
hungry soul, but it is bard to believe
that there is magnetism enough in a
plate of beans, a custard pie, and other
things too numerous to mention, to
draw a person ten miles, more or less,
when thermometers crack with the cold.
It oils the machinery and has a tendency
to make it run smoothly and prevents
squeaking. That is the part that the
dinner plays.
I don't kuow how many were there
from Turner Grange, but I do know that
they brought cultivated voices and cultivated brains. Mr. Bonney, the worthy
lecturer, had an excellent programme
and it passed off without a hitch or a

break.

Among other good things

was

was

'·«»»,,5'™

"lol'Îittclp.U.g
ï'odij.

Wl«|«rd

Tb£

®[J·

P™edJ°

£

desire

extremely cold
so com-

ladies to the vestry got his horse
into an immense snowdrift and was
obliged to unharness the animal before
it could be pulled out. As a natural
consequence the attendance was small.
But if it was not a success financially it
Those who took
was every other way.
part in the entertainment are to be
commended for the philosophical manner in which they accepted the adverse
conditions. Each one performed his or
her part as cheerfully and with as great
care as though the house had been full.
The parts were all well played. Old
Clem, the Gipsy, was weird and uncanny
and gave one the cold shivers. We all
laughed at the inimitable Ashrael and the
Frenchy Faotine, to say nothing of Mrs.
Doolittle and her "cat'r" snuff. The
H;trdscratch twins were too funny for
anything and it was hard to believe that
they were not real overgrown children.
The music was of high order. Miss
Jennie Brown played the violin with

some

Mrs^

|£t rich

"ΤΆ

°DlJieeSBertha
wortin® for Rincs

Ported

in
came Tuesday of last week to *P®nd *
vacation of two weeks or more with her
Mr. and Mrs. I.
parente,
P
Master Carl Hayes has
his father, Austin Hayes for two weeks
Mr Walter E. Rlcker, who for several
.Mk.hU b..o clerking for ST. Whit.,
has gone to Lewiston on a *ls,t·
,,,
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates, who has been ill
with grippe, Is now improving.
corti. .od Utile
daughter of Boston are making a weeic s
organ accompaniment by Madge Tuell.'l visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Lena Farnum sang two solos, both
The ladies of the Free Baptist
of which were charmingly rendered. recently held their annual
meeting and
Ivan
of
Master
and
The singing
dancing
the following officers were chosen for the
Tuell was very deservingly encored.
ensuing year:
The whole company left for home next
Pn>«liltnl Mr*. A. D. Coburn.
I
of
«.
G.
Heath
took
1
H.
at
r.
V Ice· President— Μ re· <·. G. Moiton.
part
day
SecreUry—Mrs. 8. T- White.
their load with bis span and went to
G. A. Srollh.
West Paris with them. We hope they j
will come again under more favorable Varions commitW were also chosen to
help carry on the work of the society.
circumstances.
α
D—
n>
Ci.t.
u;..;.n.i
Mr. and Mrs. Percy C. Mayhew were
will preach in the Baptist church Sun- made happy Friday, March 1, by the
arrival
in their family of a little daughday, Mirch 3d. lie will also hold meetter.
ings several eveuings next week.
Miss Edna E., youngest daughter of B.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Newell and daughter Nettie of South Paris arrived here C. Curtis of this place, was united in
Monday and intended to spend a few marriage Friday of last week -to Mr.
days with Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Lothrop. Almon T. Emory. The ceremony took
When they found their nephew, Clayton place at 2:30 p. m. at South Paris at the
Lothrop, had an attack of the mumps home of Rev. J. H. Little, who was offithey decided to visit Mr. and Mrs. Geo. ciating clergyman. The newly married
couple will make their residence at South
A. Chandler.
At a business meeting held the even- Paris. Mrs. Emery is one of our highly
esteemed
young ladies, and has taught
ing of the 27th the Ladies' Aid of the
Universalist church elected the follow- school in this locality for 14 terms. They
have the good wishes of many friends.
ing ofticers:
Harold, the son of A. C. Perham, was
I'reeUlent—Mrs. Helen Chin lier.
Vice Ρ mi lent—Mrs. 11. S. Robertson.
badly bitten Tuesday of last week
quite
Rec. Set·.—Geo. A. Cbanitler.
by a dog belonging to W. C. Stearns of
Κίιι Sec.—Stetson Tuell.
Stearns Hill. The dog bit him in the
Tress -Mr·. Lillian Tuell.
Executive L'om.—Geo. A. Chandler, Mr·. Kits side and on the arm, ono tooth peuetratTuell, Mn». H. S. Robertson.
ing to the bone. The dog was ordered
Mellen Bates, who has been an invalid killed. The wound was carefully dressfor nine years, had an ill turn the 21st, ed by Dr. F. E. Wheeler and the boy is
and has since been confined to his bed. doing well.
Mr. Jacob Curtis is in poor health.
He is at present very comfortable.
Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon and Mrs. Dora
James Buck of Auburn has been in
JackHon returued last Thursday from
town this week.
The Baptist Circle served dinner in the Berlin, N. H. Mrs. L. Π. Penley is revestry of the Universalist church Wed- ported as being well settle in her new
nesday. There was a very good attend- home and liking very well.
ance taking into account the condition of
the roads which were badly blocked with
Oxford.
snow.
Among those present from out of
T. A. Roberts W. R. C. celebrated the
town were Mr. and Mrs. Κ. E. Field and
ninth anniversary of the organization on
daughters Ora and Doris of North Saturday with the Post and other inand
of
Bucklield.
Gerrish
Paris,
Bonj.
vited guests. The exercises consisted of
In the afternoon a few exercises were
music, quotations, readings, and short
of
commemorative
gone through
Long- speeches by the comrades and Rev. Mr.
fellow'· birthday.
Newport. Refreshments of sandwiches,
ΠηΜ
Poem,
Henry West. cake, pastry, ciffee and oranges were
Longfellow's
WVU—Merry Bird· of Soring, organ,
Ora Field. served.
A Frances Willard Memorial Service
Paper—Longfellow, Our Greatest Poet.
Mrs. H. S. Robertson. was held at the M. E.
chucch with apRecitation—A Hundred Yesrs to Come,
Ernest F1e!«l. propriate exercises Sunday evening,
of
the W. C. T. U.
Récitstion,
Gladys Young. under the auspices
Instrumentai music.
Evangelical meetings are being held at
Recitation—When Samuel Led the 8lngtng.
Advent
the
chapel by Elder Snow, asMrs. Geo. A. Chun·tier.
Bros

F.Eoom0?e,Hn_

Mr? ITCUKOC.

^ *:.®u^letJ

{

^wawr-Mre.

sisted by Elder Shattuck.
AU pronounced it the most enjoyable
Mrs. John Robinson and
bad attended this
social

gathering they

daughter

played,

Cher·,

|

Oscar Turner of Hartford sold to them
his valuable stallion.

East

entertained

Buckfield Grange

Sumner Grange
and exercises.

Bethel.
The Star Comedy Company opened a
of engagements last week, g<* g

season

who attended

speak

very

highly

of their

its annual dinner at Odeon Hall, town

"SJXaX··

Of pneumonia
to ta
prevalent in town as wellasι the gnpF»·
P
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
young was the scene of a
erine last Thursday evening, having entertained eighteen academy students at
whii.t
Very nice refreshments
and
returned to their
a
most enjoyable evening had been
eneut. This party was given m honor
Mr Everett Winslow of
who has won many friends during his

J.

£

foJloTT®^

ail

hom~iee^°J

o?
8t

Portla??'

Mrs" Francis Chandler

returned to her

Se^on^nd'dMgbS™îtïtoith
the officers
^Following Merrill,
are

Paris and

recently

electod by the
Springer Co.
doing business at West Bethel:

gaaiSy··.
saysasywsS."·*

students

I
beld

evening

wltn

■··

G»rU«i Ch»P.U«
j;\n..S l.trAcademy
and
The Gould

·«
afternoon

Thursday

lbTta'Twt'(!»r."i

season «aa

•>d Gould

baiket ball tor tta
the
played Friday

Academy

•™nln*bJ

team and the 1st Ox

ford boys, resulting in a complete
tory for the former team.
middle

vic-

intervals.

Charles Kimball, whlle visitlng his
sieter, Mrs. Bean, In Framlngham,
Mass was suddenly taken ill, and is in
tbere. His brolb.rB.n and
family have moved to Vermont. We

th"tao«pltal

miss them as good neighbors.
t
The mail man on this route sUrted
Tuesday morning as usual, but the drifts
hindered coming through.
We
had a very severe spoil of cold, wind and
blowing elnco l&et Monday, F®
β
Now March is coming in, we look for

j'SSf^SSs
N

IS

sawing birch ln|

Harold Powers is cooking up ln the
Kimball camp, where logging business

"

j

a'nfStanley's family

have been sick.

Bessie Stanley has graduated in the
business college, and is now In a store

P°Franif

Osgood is 111 and It is said will
be obliged to go to a hospital for an

OPWm!°Brown

North Parts.
A. J. Abbott and wife with daughter
and granddaughter arrived home to-day,
March 1st
Your scribe went to Dorchester Nov.
16th for a short visit and it has boen
drawn out to three and a half months.
We have had very little Maine news in
tbe time and it seems good to get back
to Paris.
Leroy J. Abbott went to Lewlston tbe
25th and bad an operation for appendicitis. Said to be a very bad case, but
is reported as doing very well. His wife
went to see him on Saturday and will
visit a sister in Portland for a few days.
Hope to send you some items of interest soon.

Bast Bethel.~
A real genuine "thaw'1 to-day.

Miss Jennie Swan is working for M.
A. Lapham at Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Cbas. Reed is working for Z. W.

tf

charging

DIGESTION

CAN

GAINED WITH MI-O-If A

LETS.

If 70a cannot eat and

to the state expenses not

by 1
actually incurred, aa had been done tbe1
ir. Stetson previous to Maroh, 1005,
lommittee atate their feeling that it is
'repugnant to the moral sense of the1
>eople of the state, and should be con· j

BE
SBADILT
STOMACH TAB-

SKIRTS MARKED DOWN.
in order
We with to close out our odd lots of Drew Skirt·
*
These
Good·.
New
our
for
room
Spring
to make
Skit ta are up-to-date materials and styles.

enjoy three good

loarty meal· a day without a feeling of
liscomfort, yonr stomach Is weak and
seed· to be strengthened with Mi-o-na
itomach tablets.
The remarkable curative and strength·
sning powers of Mi-o-na in stomach disorders is attested by the guarantee which
P. ▲. Sburtleff A Co. give with every
30c. box.
"We refund the money if Mio-na fails to cure."
If you suffer from Indigestion, distress
after eating, specks before the eyes,
headaches, pains In the back and side,
sleeplessness, or any of the other symptarns of stomach troubles, begin the use
F.
of Ml-o-na stomach tablets at once.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co. sell them in 50c.
the
boxes with a guarantee to refund
money unless I hey cure.

; ! Skirts in blaek chiffon Panama,

$8.50,

1

Skirt, light grey mixture,

1

8kirt,

1

Skirt, navy melrose,

black Sicilian, was

>

1

3 Skirts in
were

and

happened

since he left.

The wild and woolly cowboy days had
passed away. The cattle trail orgies
were ended and the better civilization of
the new era had begun.
The cemetery that was once a wind-

Sicilian,
now

....

wag

$2.50

2 Miss's Skirts in gray and navy mixnow ii yg
tures, were $2.50,

Desirable Residence for Sale.

be given.

The effort of the opticians to establish
a state board of optometry lane in com-

mTbe University of Maine evidently will

1

jority

CUR X-Z€MA TO-DAY.

TRY
U to be used for extension of
If you have JEczcm*, hard, dry skin, Itch·
half for maintenance. This report is lug Plica, or any disease of the skin and want
try CCB-X-ZEMA. It Immesigned by seven members of the com- a positive cure,
dlately stops that awful Itching and permanently
The minority report, signed
Don't let the children
cures all skin diseases.
Senator Stearns of Penobscot and Repre- I suffer, try this wonderful remedy. No bandages
for
A
needed. CCH-X-ZEM
gives Instant relief to
sentative Gleason of Mexico, provides
cold or fever sores, burns,
an annual amount for maintenance equal Chapped Hand·,
! etc. Endorsed by physicians. At all druggists
to one mill on the state ν®1ϋ*ι,οη·
Address,
I or bv mall 50c. Sample sent FREE.
Zema Co., Watervleit, Ν. Y.
$40,000 additional in 1907 and
! Cur-X
1908 for extension of plant. The ma
jorlty stipulates as a conditlon of the
proprlatlon that the course leading to
the degree of bachelor of arts shall be
discontinued after the first of next,July.
The reports were discussed in the
house Thursday, and the matter wae
continued until Wednesday of this week

mittee.

ap^

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

for further discussion.
Resubmission had its day in the senate
The resubmission resolve
Thursday.
had two reports from the committee on
temperance, the majority report, signed
by seven members, being against resubmission, and the minority roport. signed
three members, In favor. Senator

by
Hastings, the only Oxford County man
on the temperance committee, signed
the majority report against resubra s-

slon. When the matter came up In the
senate on Thursday, speeches in favor
of resubmission were made by Senator

Edgings,
Stove Wood and

ofresub^

"°τϊβ"Η1 allowing

the Union Water
Power Co. to deepen the outlets of the
Rangeley Lakes, which has roused so

much interest both general a°d special,
gets two reports from the legal affairs

Report.

A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Κ. W.

^So^'the

"ftSTone

t^®y

CHANDLER,

I will fnrnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of
Sire or Style at reasonable prices.

E.

I

Weal

I have
low

....

LEGISLATIVE

Maine.

JUDICIARY.

LEGAL AFFAIR#.
Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
Public hoarlng In lta room at the State House In
The

Augusta,

Wednesday, March β, at i r. M.
162. On a petition requesting tint the law relative to the bonnty on bears be so amended and
changed that the bounty be paid by the respective town treasurers Instead as now paid.

Petition for

In the matter of
FRED THERIAULT.

)

{

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt. )
To tbe Hon. Clakxncb Hal*, Judge of the District Court of tbe United States for the District
of Maine:

ΤΗΕηΜυυΤ, of Rumford,*h the
County ut Oxford, and Suite of Maine,
In said Dlotrlct, respectfully represents, that on
tbe 2nd day of June, la»t pa«t, he waa duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Act* of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered ail bla property and rights of property
and has fully compiled with all tbe requirements
of said Acta and of the order· of Court touching
—

FRED

his

ORDER OF niOTICK THEREON.
Mini, as.
On tbla 16th day of Feb., A. D. 1907, on
tbe
foregoing petition, It lareading
Ordered by tbe Court, that a bearing be bad
upon the same on the 8th day of Mar., A. D.
1807, beftre said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that
notice thereof be published In Tbe Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed la said District,
and that all known creditor·, and other persona
In Interest, may appear at tbe said time and
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
of said petitioner should not be
the
District op

ordered by tbe Court, that

the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and tbla order, ad.
Ireaaea to them at tnelr places of residence aa
itatod.
witneaa tbe Hon. Clamwcb Hals, Judge
it tbe said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at PortAnd, la aald District, on the 16tb day of Feb.,

k. D. 1907. J"

[ua.]

few

a

Blanket NOW.

a

more

fur robes that I sball close

a

discount.

out at a very

price.

Norway, Maine.

OX Main flit.·
F.

A.

tnUBTLEFF

*

F.

CO.

A.

SUrRTLEFF

*

CO.

Cough Hang On?

Does Your

PERHAPS YOU HAVE NOT TAKEN

COUGH

HARVARD

BALSAH.

cough has run along^jfor several weeks without
being stopped it becomes chronic. Then it takes a true
cough remedy to cure it. No sugar and water mix d in
the night when you can't sleep will do it. Harvard Cough
Take it just as directions say
Balsam is what you need.
and you will cure your cough. Price 25 cents.
a

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores,
F.

A.

{}Maine.

F. A. StH'HTLKKK A CO.

IHTBTLEFF * CO.

Ξ|

|=
What Have We Marked Down?

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.

i'~^:,3ÎÏS.'SïSSrtt?SU.

3TORE8.

BLUE

That is

just

will visit

the

our

question

we

If you

want to answer for you.

will prove the btatcment that
lot aflord to ignore.

Men's Winter Suits marked down
Men's Winter Overcoats marked down
Men's Winter Trousers marked down
Youths' Winter S: its m;rked down

Youths' Winter Overcoats marked down
Knee Winter Suits marked down

are

we

stores we

giving values you'ean

$3

$3

to
to

$4
$4

40c. to $1
;....$[ to $2 50

$1

to

$2.50

joe to $2

Winter Underwear marked down
Winter Overshirts marked down

aoc. to
10c.

to

50c.
25c.

REEFERS, WORK COATS, RUSSIVN VESTS,
PONTIAC COATS AND SHIRTS, are included in the cut.

ULSTERS,

bankruptcy.

Wherefore ne prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debu aa are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 10th day of November, A. D. 180β.
FRED THER(AUI<T, Bankrupt.

grayer
f™nd It la further

see.

NOTICES.

The Committee on Judiciary will give a Public
hearing In lti room at the State House In
Augusta,
Tueaday, March 5, 1907, at 2 o'clock V. M.
No 20P. On an act to Incorporate the Mount
Abram Telephone and Telegraph Company.
J. U. MONTGOMERY, Secretary.

Bankrupt's

furnish >ou

JAMES N. FAVOR, BUHK™

CHANDLER,

Sumner,

you money.

can

Come and

the balance of my winter blankets at

selling

am

Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W.

save

By Buying Your Horse

Also Window & Door Frames.

M itched

I

man.

I hive all kinds and

Save Money

any

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

patronized, beautifully
shall be glad to show

OXFORD, MAINE.

When

If In want of aoy kind of Finish for Inside or
• lutslde
work, send In yonr order·. Pine Lum
>*r and Shingle· on band Cheap for Cash.

right

Estate.

well

elegantly furnished,

fortune in it for the

=

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,

Builders' Finish I

V*Sadly

dp1,«re

a

Real

of

Kinds

A POPULAR HOTEL,

Coal at

RePuJH°a°· ®ndf

Heselton of Kennebec,
Staples of Knox and Merrill of
Cumberland, Democrats, and in opposition by Senator Mills of Hancock. The
vote resulted 16 to 10 in favor
mission—a majority vote but not the
Several Republinecessary two-thirds.
cans voted with the Democrats for reSenators

All

J>7

$£°·^ιη

00

Other soft hats 50c. to
and styles in the new

300 Farms and

them to any one free of expense.
Reliable, energetic salesman, to sell
on
and
Paints
Greases
Oils,
with just what you want. I can
Lubricating

commission. Liberal terms. Good opnot get its two-fifths of a
portunity for a bustler. Send references.
Tbe Howard Oil & Grease Co.,
for which a bill was putin. The maCleveland, Ohio.
of the committee reports in favor

$5

This hat sells for

For Sale.

=

located and

WANTED.

giving the university
)n
J of
and the same in 1908, about half of which

of the Stetson soft hat in

styles

y. Few, «g? IfcW!.

Klaln,
Norway, Me.
I Morris
Can a (Toril to and will pav more for rags, rub-

ben, and metal th in any strcnger that calls to
your hou*e.
lie pays from $Λ to $9 per ton for Iron delivered to film here.
He buys folded newspaper*.
He Is paying for mixed rags, I cent & pound.
Rubbers according to market.
Pay· market
price for bran sacks.

shapes.

In soft hats

becoming.

novelties in black and colors.

new

fully guaranteed.
Many shapes
derbies, $2.00 to $3.00.

Norway National Bank.

I

very

are

$3 00.

postponed a
I The Capt Η. N. Bolster homelet in by tbe house on the ground that it stead situated in South Paris village,
was delayed in the mails.
arbitration thoroughly finished, hot water heat
the
The bill repealing
attached,
clause of the Maine insurance law had ar d all modem equipments
a a two
an interesting hearing Tuesday, with
story house, ell and stable,
number of speakers on each side. This centrally located. Apply to
is the third legislature in which this !
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
the
question has been threshed over, but
bill to repeal has failed in the last two.
ΠΓΛ/ΙΓl\il DTDI
The objection to tho present law is that
I1L.IYI L-ITI Ul.ll .
it deprives the man insured of tbe right i
of
lack
of
case
agreeto a jury trial in

of the contestants and no decision shall

styles

have many

assortment of new

large

A

and is

New York in any amounts

late arrival which had

in.

new

black and nutria color.

or

at

limiting the introduction of private
legislation to Feb. 19tb, and indefinitely
been

in Maine in 1877 and I remember seeing ment on tbe amount of loss.
him at the Oxford County fair at that
The legal affairs committee has acted
time. He was a first cousin of Alva favorably on a bill to prohibit prize fights
exHereey, long a resident of South Taris. and sparring exhibitions. Sparring
Geo. H. Hersey.
hibitions are not absolutely prohibited
by the bill, but are limited to sixnotthreebe a
minute rounds, and there shall
Kansas.
difference of five pounds in the weight

But much had

Boston

on

now

We have several

Call and ask about them.

Exchange

Are

The
we

of money by mail.

sums

negative.
increase of the length of a trout which
Miss Daisy Cushman is spending her may legally be caught from five to eight
week's vacation with her sister, Mrs. A. inches.
The senate holds strictly to the order
M. Richardson.

Pl

$3.25,

The Spring Hats

est way to send small

Debate decided in

one day a queer thing hapof those things that would
pened,
not be possible save in a new country.
Hersey went back to Illinois to visit
his old home, and there purchased three
marble tombstones, each with proper
lettering and little verse of commemoration to decorate the graves of the three
children who died during Hersey's residence in this city.
He shipped them here, and later came
himself, intending to put the stones in

in brown

1 Hiss's Skirt

ta %

Norway,

Best, safest and cheap-

signed
and resolves had been passed
by the governor calling for 82,107,590.47
Pend1908.
for
for 1907, and #377,998.50
ing before the legislature and the committees are bills and resolves calling in
addition for about #1,219,000 for 1907
and #924,000 for 1908.
A fish and game bill introduced last
Miss Bern Ice Munce.
Accompanist,
week makes several changes in tbe laws,
C. A. Cavanangh,
Hebron Journal, Editors,
which is an
Wallace Parsons. one of the most startling of

one

$4.98

now

mohair,

t3.68

i>8

was

now

14.98

now

$5.9t<,

was

now

light and dark grey mixtures,

Money Orders.

j

Ml·· Alice l(. Oliver·
solo,
Raymond Derbyshire.
Be»IIng.
Debate. Besolved, That Chicago (ho <1(1 own and
operate her own street railway.
Affirmative.
Negative.
Fred Armstrong,
Raymond Conley,
John L. Carey.
Raymond Bridges.
Miss Stoble.
Beading,
Freeland .1. Morrison.
Violin Solo,

And then

now

16.50,

$5 98,

Exercises in observance of the centennial of Longfellow's birth, in charge of a
special committee of the legislature, were

Piano

Abilene,

«4.08

1 Skirt in black

Sicilian,

THOMAS SMILEY,

the following programme:

It will be of little consequence to Tim
-Hereey, the founder of this town, to
know that the City Council has sent to
his family a deed for a cemetery lot, together with the Information that it will
be kept tidy at the city's expense, for
Tim died up Washington State recently.
Tim waa the West's most persistont
town builder. He founded thirty cities
and towns, but named none after himself, and finally died a thousand miles
away from any of them.
This was one of his creations. He
came across the plaine in 1867 and built
a log cabin on the banks of Mud Creek,
where now stands a $30,000 mansion.
He was the first white man on the town
site, and buffalo used to feed between
him and civilization by the thousand.
His log cabin was the stopping place
for thoee who crossed the plains In the
early days. Bayard Taylor spent two
days there when on his western tour.
Horace Greeley was a guest, and Gen.
Grant and Gen. 8beriaan more than
once while inspecting the frontier forts
made this their headquarters.
Tim Hereey was known throughout
the western frontier. But others came
and a town was started.
"Too thick for me," said Hereey one
day, and with his family-all that was
left of it, for three little girls had died
here—he went np to the mouth of the
Solomon.
He founded the town of Solomon ; tuen
further up came Cawker City, Beloit,
Downs and a score of similar places,
His wife
now thriving communities.
named Solomon and Abilene—both out
of the Bible. The other towns named
themselves.

1 Skirt in navy

17.60,

Panama,

now

98.50,

15.98

and black

navy

pavings

Tbe commissioners answered all ques- 1
Commissioners
tions fully and frankly.
f'arleton and Ring stated that previous
to December, 1904, they had traveled on
to the state,
passes and charged fares
Hebron.
but bad not done it since that date.
the
of
a
van
There
public meeting
A statement submitted by tbe finan-:
Tyrocinic Adelphi Society in Sturtevant cial affairs committee the first of last
Hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 27, with week showed that up to that time bills

Timothy Hersey visited bis relatives

now

in

$5.98,

lemned whenever and wherever found." j
Bank.
One Lot Skirt· in pretty mixtures, two box r laits front and hack,
The highway bridge bill, putting the South Paris
These Skirts were
nalnteoance of bridges more than forty
plaited panels on each side finished van dyke style.
j 'eet in length on the state, which passed
MEETING.
AHIIOU
ab'e
to sell them at
are
we
lot
the
made to retail at $4.08, but in buying
:be house nearly two weeks ago, bas |
jeen put over in tbe senate until Wed- j
of
the Ridiculosly Low Price
$7.98.
lesday of this week.
Not>ce is hereby given that the
Mr. Dyer, In what is pronounced an
annual meeting of the Corporation
{ ible speech, participated in Wednesday's
(or the
lebate In tbe bouse on the bill to abolish of South Pari * Savings Bank
the Biddeford police commission. Mr. election of officers for the ensuing
Dyer spoke in support of the majority year will be held at its banking
report of the legal affairs committee, rooms in South Paris on Thursday,
"Ought not to pass," which was accept- the 38th
day of Ma ch, 19 7, at two
ill by a strict party vote.
Maine.
,

mill at Rumford Center.
Mrs. S. E. Rich and Master Robert
Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Bean.

Some time ago I cat the enclosed account of Tim Hersey'e life from the
column· of the "World" and thought It
might be of interest to the readers of
the Democrat.
Timothy Hereey was the son of Ira
Hereey and was born in Sumner on the
farm above father's where now no buildings stand. Ira Hereey was my greatuncle and moved west when Timothy
was young.

was

were

Skirts in navy and black Panama,
now $4.98
^
^
were 16.08,

1

Bank

Tim Hereey, Founder of Cities.
Flejiinoton, N. J., Jan. 23, 1907.

was

3 Skirts

were

«6.08

now

....

o'clock, p. m.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
!
Secretary and Treasurer.
ι
Bartlett
held in Augusta City Hall Wednesday
South
Maine, Mar. 5,1907
Paris,
of
Bethel
West
Mills
Francis
Master
evening.
has been spending the past two weeks
The investigation of the fish and game,
with his sister, Mrs. Walter Bartlett.
commission was a long session on Wed-1
Mrs. Carrie Bartlett is taking orders oesday, and is understood to have re- <
·'
I
for wall papers, oilcloths, etc.
vealed nothing of a sensational nature,
Mr. James Goodwin is working in a and little that was in any way damaging, j

..

homeless

ÎOOD

>ressing an opinion regarding tbe legality

,

*

_____

■

committee. A majority ιrepoirt in ft»vor
of the bill in a new draft is signed by
seven members, and the minority remembers
port in opposition by three
Dyer of Buckfleld signed the majority
minorthe
of
Norway
blown grass covered hill had been laid report, and Stearns
When the reports came up
out in streets and lots and the
ity
d?4v.e"
ways graded. Hersey could not find the in the eenate Thursday, Senator HastHe tramped ings of Oxford created great interest by
graves of his children.
over the hill day after day, always In his remarks In support of his motion to
In the
substitute the minority report.
thtt he
he went on west, and for twen- course of his remarks he.
held
the
heard of him. understood a meeting was
prety years little was
Then, last fall he wrote to the mayor vious evening by the powerful lobby <>f
which
in
Power
Co.,
this request. He wanted the three mar- the Union Water
ble headstones that had been left here the lobbyists "apportioned and
but never properly placed. He asked to off each one of us to be slaughtered,'
have them forwarded to him, at least and expressed his weariness at the lobthe portions containing the lettering.
bying. The bill was finally assigned to
The town was stirred by the incident Thursday of this week for consideration.
The bill to create a system of superior
and by its sympathy with the city s
founder, then an old man. After much courts made its appearance Thursday.
search two of the stones were found, The act provides for a court of one chief
one of them being used as a doorstep. justice and three associate justices who
shall hold terms in the counties of AndroThe other was lost.
Something else was found; the graves. scoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec, Oxford,
A oloneer remembered that an old-time Penobscot and York. The court is to
aexton had told him when here on a have jurisdiction In civil cases op to
visit that over the hill in a little hollow 1500 and in all criminal cases. Terms in
A search Oxford County to be held at South Paris
were some graves of children.
was made, and beneath the mat of blue and Rumford Falls.
The temperance committee reports unstem prairie grass was found a natural
stone marker on which could be de- favorably on two bills that were before
with difficulty the lettera, S. it. One is the druggists' bill, allowing
ciphered
H " One of the children was named druggists to sell liquor on physicians
prescriptions. The other Is the cider
city officials notified Hersey bill which includes jlder with the liquors
and ordered «he- lot cleared and put in whose sale Is prohibited.
The bill creating the Portland Water
shape for him. A deed was made out
is to take over the propof the hill leading from Geo. W. Davis' and sent to the town's founder-but a District, whioh
few diye Αχό caid6 the news tbat he b&rt erty of the Portland Water Co., has
to I. W. Andrews & Sons' mill.
been the subject of a hearing extending
The K. P. ball was a success, and all passed away suddenly.
Whether or not he knew what the aver several long session·, and it Is not
enjoyed the time. Over 40 couples were
him is not known. ret finished. The bill is strenuously opon the march.
The splendid music of town had done for
It is probable tbat there will be farther posed by the Portland Water Co.
&
Plutnmer's
Orchestra
Payne
brought ■otlon to honor his
The past week has been a very busy
memory, for he d d
praise from eveqr one.
C. L. Heath went to Woodland Tues- much to give the city prominence in >ne In'the legislature. Adjournment
when it was struggling for iras made from Friday to Tuesday afterday and expects to remain there about a the days
soon of this week, to allow the members
month.
of Hersey's peculiarities to be jit home for town meeting on MonMrs. Edith Bryant returned Monday
of civilifrom Lewlston where she has been stop- tbat be sought to keep ahead
sation. Had he remained in any of the
ping for the winter.
have been
NEIGHBORS GOT FOOLED.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cushman were in towns he founded he might
"I was literally coughing myself to
wealthy, for every one of them has
Augusta Thursday.
prosperous community and , leatb, and had become tooweakitocleave
Fred Farnum thinks of moving to J. made a
those who came after him have cleaned , ny bed; and neighbors predicted that I
M. Day's farm this spring.
irouid never leave it alive; but
ap fortunes.
North Stoaeham.
The railroad waa alway· just behind, , rot fooled, tor thanks be to God, I was
him
Removed
on, | nduced to try Dr. King's New DiscoverMabel Brooke of South Paris 7islted wd when It caught
her uncle, Wm. Gammon, and other roing np through the northwest part of ] t took lust four one dollar bottles to
to ,
and
thence
this
Into
Colorado
state
relatives in this plaee last week.
iompletely cure the cough^ "d restore
Louisa Adams has been at work for Wyoming. He sought the wild north- , ne to good sound health, writes Mrs.
Stark
Mrs. Herbert Adams, who has a baby »Mt, and there ended his remarkable ] Eva Uncapber, of Grovertown.
ind checkered life.
( Jo., Ind. This King of cough and oold
boy.
He waa the moat restless of all the < are., and healer of throat and lungs, is
Mrs. H. B. MoKeen has been quite
Kansas town builders and In the end « aaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ: Co.,
ilok with the
grippe.
1
Goldie Adams naa finished her school eaped leaa than any. Unless this olty, ] >ruggists. 60c. and 11.00. Trial bottle
be first In his efforts in founding towns j ree.
it West Lovell and Is at home.
Ernest Crouse and wife of Stow were η this state, ereets a monument to bis
Penobscot Bay fro·· over the flrat.of
it Wm. Gammon'· Sunday. They oame 1 nemory, It Is unlikely that he will have
ran η headstone.
> let weak for tit# first time tbli winter·
icroas the monntaln la the logging road.

W6Hiram

ENJOY ΕΛΊΊΝΟ.

Not·· from th· Legislature.
Hiram.
Melvin L. Huntress and wife of Somerrllle, Mm·., have lately visited bis
On the qaMtion of nmonl of the
parents, Mr. and Mra. Asbury Huntress , tato capital th· committee on pabllo I
if Hiram. MIm Elsie Huntress, a ] mlldings and grounds breeks even,
It la aaid that
itadent at Gorham Normal School, Is ο th· rumor la, at least.
!
1U0 at borne.
Ιτβ member» will report a bill which
Tbe school in the Dnryln District at ubmlta the qaeation to the votera at a
The winter pedal election next June. The other
Hiram closed Feb. 7th.
term was taught by Mr. Alfred Connel), Ive member· report "leglalatlon Inez-'
ι student of Farmington Normal Sohool.
>edient."
The term opened under very favorable
The report of the education committee,
of
a
with
very >n the Investigation of the atate acbool
circumstances,
promise
successful school, but tbe scholars were lepprtment waa made Wednesday. To
10 unfortunate is to have whooping lummariae briefly, the committee finds
sough, and of eighteen scholars that hat a loose method of book-keeping
were In constant attendance at the com>reva!]s in the department, and that Mr.
mencement of tbe school, seventeen Stetson is without a proper knowledge I
were sick and obliged to miss a part of
»f tbe details, and even the routine of
tbe time.
>is office. In conclusion, without ex-

Saturday with banquet

Leotine went to Andover, Mass., Friday,
is hauling hard wood to
winter.
to visit her son, Joseph Robinson, who the chair factory to be sawed and ship
is attending the academy.
Brownfield.
ned to West Bethel spool mill.
Carl Edwards and wife of Portland
Η M. Osgood Is hauling wood for his
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Edwards own use from the Carter burnt lot.
James J. Q. Tarr, minister.
Sunday
and Sunday.
Our Union Tea Co. man, Mr. Wm.
morning, March 10th, the pastor will Saturday
Charlotte Walker of Portland is visit- Bragg, comes this way once In three
preach at 10:45, on "Laying aside every
relatives here.
weight." Sunday School will be held at ingMr. and Mrs. Arthur Storer have movTwltchell called this way a few
12 m. At the 7 o'clock service, Dr. Tarr
Mr. Brackett's.
ed
to
davs ago to get some pigs. He is an
will take for his subject, "Minding One's
Mrs. Dyer, an aged lady, fell and broke aged man, but Is able to do carpenter and
Business." All are cordially invited to
h*r wrist Saturday.
other work. His wife Is feeble.
attend all of these services.
Born, Feb. 4, to the wife of Walter
Uei roan Mason buys our eggs weekly
The Sunday School of the Congregaa son.
Millett,
and pays 25 cents per dozen.
tional church is planning to hold an
Born, Feb. 12, to the wife of George
We read of business women Inlother
Easter concert, and all who would be
a son.
towns. The writer knows one well In
willing to take part are invited to give Healop.
Bertha Hazen haa gone to Portland.
Bethel who has cared for a f*rm
their names to Dr. Tarr.
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps visited about seventy acres for about fifteen
A very enjoyable circle supper was
the
School
invitation
on
Wash- years, taken care of cows, «horse, hens
High
by
held at the home of Mr. Hiram Gatchell
After the usual aud pigs, and has usually had a little
An ex- ington's birthday.
on Wednesday evening, Feb. 28.
the
school
exercises
the
Corps
presented
girl that she may have taken
cellent supper was served, and an interschool with a silk flag, two fine pictures, to care for and been some help to her.
esting entertainment waa given consist- a
the Besides doing this she has taught school
copy of Stuart's Washington,
ing of a piano duet by Mrs. Hannah
of the Déclaration of Independ- some and instructed children in her own
Stickney and Miss Georgia Gatchell; signing
solos by Mrs. Z. O. Wentworth of Frye- ence, the Battle of Bunker Hill, and the home. She has paid up a mortgage on
of Corawallis. The presenta- her home and now owns it clear ofdebt,
burg and Mr. Jesse Rowe; and readings Surrender
and tion speech was made by Miss Phillips and recently sold two hundred
by Dr. Tarr. Games were
waa responded to by Miss Perkins, worth of
pine to Bethel Manufacturing
the occasion was much enjoyed by all and
A picture of the Co.
assistant teacher.
present.
Tosemite Valley from the Turner Art
Co. was presented by Prinoipal Ε. H.
Bryant's Pond.
East Brownfield.
The seleotmen report a balance in favor
Mrs. Hattie M. Sanborn visited her Pratt.
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle of the town for the year's business clossister in Portland last week.
Winnie Jones of Eaton, Ν. H., is at met with Mrs. E. J. Parrott and Miss ing Feb. 2d of $4.511.00. The town's
Ε vie Parrott Wednesday on the occasion valuation is #257,407 25. Rate per cent
Dr. Marston's.
of gentlemen's night. Sixty or more of taxation 18 mills. In 1006 91000 was
C. D. Fessenden is reported ill.
a bountiful supper of raised for schools.
Of this amount
Mrs. Z. O. Wentworth of Fryeburg were present and
riced potatoes, chicken salad, $520.75 was expended for carrying
was a guest of her father and mother, cold ham,
pickles, cake, pastry, coffee, cocoa and scholars. The warrant contains 31 artiMr. and Mrs. Gatchell, last week.
A private school in charge of R T. tea was provided by the ladies of the cles. One to see if the town will vote to
Sturer of Brunswick began in Bean Me- society. It was a very happy occasion. build a school house in the old Perkins
Rev. Mr. Newport preached an able district, one to discontinue the road
morial Building March 4th.
C. E. Hill has stopped work in his and eloquent sermon on the life and leading from the Tucker and Henry
mill on account of lack of water, which work of Longfellow on Sunday at the Harris buildings to the road leading
from Redding to Milton Pl., and another
Congregational church.
is very low in this locality.
Mrs. Grover of Bethel is visiting her to raise $500 for lowering the elevation
The Congregational Circle was enter-

address on the character and the
work of Miss Frances Willard by Kev.
Mr. Markley, an easy speaker and not at
Short speeches were
all wearisome.
made by others. Brother Lyman Waterman was at
his best in two humorous
•elections. Brother Prince claims memin
four
bership
granges and was called
on as a member of East Hebron Grange
(pro tern) and briefly responded. Sister
E. P. Ramsdell bad a paper. She has
the happy faculty of using right words
io right places. A member of Mountain
Grange gave two selections, one pathetic,
one humorous.
Ever read "Under tho Snow" by
General Lander, "He of the Lyre and
Sword"*? It is one of the finest poems in
the English language. At least I think
so.
And what of ita author, Gen. P. W.
Lander? He would have been better
known had he not died before the war
had progressed far. He waa both poet
and atateeman as well aa warrior. He
•erred under McClellan through all the
brilliant campaign of Western Virginia
and woo distinction by hi· chivalric
daring at the battle of Rich Mountain.
The official report haa it that "Lander
led the leaders into the fight" Hi·
heroic conduct at Edward· Perry won
for him the merited title inscribed upon
his coffin, "The bravest of the brave."
He died at Camp Chase, Virginia, on the
&th of March, 1802, and io compliance
with hia last request he waa buried beside hi· mother. Salera ia the place of
hia reat. For him the beautiful line· of
Mr·. Hemaoa oo "The Grave of Koroer,"
tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Ε. H. Pratt.
the yonng German poet and soldier, are
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the funeral
Hiram Gatchell last Wednesday afterappropriate.
noon and evening.
A picnic supper was of Mr. Moore at Mechanic Falls Tues"Ore·· wave the omk forever o'er thy rest!
served. Aboat eight and a half dollars day.
Thou that beneath its crowning foliage deepest,
Mrs. Will Fiske of East Oxford
waa received.
Aa4, la the stillness of thy country's breaxt.
Mrs. Fannie Β urn ell has returned wandered out in the cold Tuesday night
Thy place of memory, aa an altar keepest.
»nd was badly chilled and exhausted.
Brightly thy spirit o'er her hills waa poure<l,
from the Maine General Hospital.
Thou of the lyre and sword !"
John Cole is visiting bis parents at
Hotel Uberty.
Denmark.
We missed «orne of the old leader· and I
The funeral of Mr. Edwin Wakefield
Mr. James C. Bundy and family startbat the old home feeling came occurred last Wednesday at his late ad for their home in the far west Saturhome.
k to ua.
lay, the 23d. They have been visiting
Edith Purington of Denmark is at F. in this
Like the Puses of good fellows I am a
vicinity since last fall. Mrs.
member of foor graoges, and might out R. Bradbury's.
is a daughter of Mr. Dean Abbott
Bundy
be excluded from four huodred. Just
1 tnd a sister of Mrs. Dudley Perkins.
Northwest Bethel.
whiatle through the keyhole, the gate
The grippe and bad colds still keep a
to
T.
J.
there
are
the
Bennett
has
returned from the
you
•wiogs open aad
itrong hold in this place.
boeom of the family. Y oar ieolatioo Lakes.
The sledding is good and the weather
James Polly of Romford Falls, a sealer (
haa fallen away like a useless outer garixtremaly cold, anywhere from 14 to 30
meat. Toa look upon the "baxoma" for the American Realty Co., was at |
lelow, and the farmers are getting their
aad the "brawoie·" and yoo cipher that this place reoently.
ogs on to the landings in fine shape,
Jaaea Armstrong is at work for W. 1 rhe suow rollers have been
there ia no apparent oeceeaity for race
kept busy
C. Chapman.
suicide.
I ;hus far with 44 snow storcas.
Seth Mason's family are all ill with
Union Grange meet· with Buckfield
Grange March 2d. We think the three. the grippe excepting hla aged mother,
Byron.*
Pomona· meet at Mtnot March 6th. We1 who has not felt the leaet symptom of a
I Mr. and Mrs. Allen Sawyer came down
had a "call" froaa the worthy lecturer of sold this winter.
Fted Bemis has been stopping for J rom Oquoasoe Monday morning.
Uoioo Grange to be there—loaded. It
j
V. D. Taylor la at work at Roxbnry in1
la diflcuU to tall «bat » day maj bring to me days with his sister, Mrs. R. L. I
2 twain A Read's mill.
I
forth aad the event ia aix days to the Bennett.
Road breaking kaepe the men and
frost.
I Mia. Fred Chapman is 111 at thla pros·
1
•ana
about
other
busy
every
day.
wt time.
Jon.
an

•

Mr'George

windy and the roads were
pletely blocked witlr snow as to be almost impassable. One gentleman who
had his team out that night conveying

and

Even at this,
in the last six years, when two terras of
Supreme Judicial Court a year have

The night

^8£
*7*'JTJ

[ogSatuxday

Paris Dramatic Club at the Universalist

lies to the

yet known, but whether it passes

Ruph Cole of this village is a member
of the Paris High School excursion party
that started last Friday morning for
Washington, D. C.
J. H. Rawson, who had a paralytic

Monday evening, Feb. 25, the drama
Breezy Point was presented by the West

Court.

in

Company.

West Sumner.

Court, there are now in the county two
municipal courts, covering the territory
of the county, which have jurisdiction in
civil matters to the amount of $300.

pending

"ÏÏn ΉΚ

SUnor Ctprlano Uluseppe 8francesco.
Mr. Augustus Bruce.
Bev. J. B. Lapham.
OU» ti. Bo we η (postal).
Dr. Frederick P. Hammond and wife
and Lincoln Hammond of New York
Dr. C. F. Hamwere in town last week.
mond is sick in Boston and was unable
to come home to the funeral of her father, the late Hon. George F. Hammond.

the advantage of it is not apparent.
Besides the terms of Supreme Judicial

A bill now

..

K. Neablt. Kaq
Mr*. W. M. Law.
Mr. Albert H. Lawrence.
Mr. John Hutkie.
Mies iMbel H. Porter.

sure, it may be something of an honor to
Oxford to be ranked with a few of the
larger connties which contain the largest
cities of the sta'e, but aside from that

Supreme Judicial

S5SL·

loads of apples here last week.
Advertised letters in Paris post office:

legislature last week establishing a circuit of superior courts should include
Oxford County in its provisions. To be

appeal

trip

car

With the information now available,
there does not seem to be any particular
reason why the bill introduced in the

"J""1**

S"i
wJm
bwutifuT

a few weeks ago, remains in about
the same condition. He is unable to get
about but sits up in bed a little.
Elmer Twitchell of Oxford bought two

That Superior Court Bill.

iST
apparent

Lie
-Hkît1

shock

Loat.

From these courts an

rim Baptist Chnreh, In. ■. O. Taylor, pastor
PrcacUii mi7 towUj «I U41i.lL Sunday
School it It u. Sabbath Evening Service at
7 JO p. M. T. F. 8. C. X. Ta—clay evening.
Piayet MmU«iThondareiulaial7S. Covenant Meeting the laat rrWay T>efore the 1st
Sunday of dit month at Sal r. M. All not
otherwise ooanoctafl are cordially Invited.
CntvenaBat Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 A. K.

Henry D. Hammond attended the hear·
ing at Augusta laat week upon the
proposition to change the form of fire
Mr. Hammond is
iokuranee policies.
president of the Oxford County Patrons
of Husbandry Mutual Fire Insurance

Job Pwanao .-—New type, tut preeeee, elec'Hc
power, experienced workmen aad low price·
combine to mahe this department of our boataee· eomplete and popolar.

lin. Arthur X. Stevees and daughter
Has·! and Masters Hugh and Everett
are the gueaU of Mr·. Lucy ▲. SkllHog·.
MIm Lenora Packard,, daughter of
Jamea Packard, and for several years a
popular dressmaker of the village, was
taken Tuesday to the asylum at Augusta.
Miss Hannah L. Baok, formerly of
this town, died in Natlok, Mass., Feb.
tnd came here, and on
bed with pneumonia. Mr. Alien s»
24, and was brought to this town for
Her funeral at the Baptist
veare of age and formerly a resident w burial.
Dean neighborhood. The funeral church Wednesday forenoon was conMiss
At beam
■ervicewa· hekl on Wednesday of last ducted by Rev. W.
In ber early
Ρ *· at Mrs. Pratt'· home, Buck was 0Θ years of sge.
of· j H. Little of 8onth Parle offlclat- life she was matron at Fort Preble, and
has always taken a deep interest in the
Ing.assistedby Rev.
She was a very
Mr Allen was a member of Booth ran· welfare of our soldiers.
Ο OF., and «orne member. patriotic woman.
oriee'nt at the service. There were Jere Crow, who bas been very ill
flowers. -AlthoUfch married from pneumonia, is convalescent. He
bas been employed as section band on
Mr. ΑΙ.» I"'» ~
the railroad.
His mother lives with :■»·
\
Miss Louise Warren is visiting friends
they with one brother, Quln A e
in Auburn for a week.
Miss Cora Toung, one of Buckfleld's
H. Lakln died Friday
popular teachers, closed the winter
morning, Feb. 22. at the M»Ple
term of the grammar school last week,
the home of her daughter,
Dexter. She was 84 yean old and very and has returned to ber home in Bow·
fnehle
The body was taken the follow- doinham.
Wilson Shaw returned Tuesday from a
to Sonth Harrison for
four weeks' tour to New Tork and
b
Washington, D. C., during which be
Scott >.d
moved from th. Jodri. '«"» oo Oortt. visited his son, Warren Shaw, at Geneva,
Hill into Mrs. A. R. Bucknam's reut over Ν. Y.
Barrett Spaulding went to Portland
3. T. White's drug store.
.-tivee Tuesday to attend the automobile show
Mrs. W. H. Emery is visiting relati\es
and later to visit Boston.
Mrs. Eliza Dunham, who is spending
tb. wlod
which followed the snow storm of Sun- the winter in Auburn with her daughter,
day night, the dramatic company went Mrs. Stover, was in town over Sunday.
Fob. 4% to pl»5 th. dr.ro» Returning to Auburn Monday Mrs. Dunham was accompanied by her neighbor,
Polot" .t W«t S«™«.
started a little after nooh and as it was Mrs. Julia Harlow, who will spend some
not very cold made the trip over
y I days in Auburn.
Your occasional correspondent, Wil°*
but comfortably until within a·
two of their destination when the rising liam Cushman, is wintering at tbe comfortable mansion of Dr. W. P. Bridgham,
It
wind made things lively.
the worst blow of the season, and making himself no doubt useful as well
He reports "Dr. Pink"
°
a small audience of about twenty ae ornamental.
only
nie got out to witness the play. Our at 00 years of age "as smart as a cricket."
Mrs. James Houston and Mrs. H. P.
company were entertained with the most
generous hospitality and unanimously Whitney, both of Portland, have recently
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
to express their hearty *PPr®°'
tion of the kindness eb«wn them.
Xultj at Hotel Long.
τ
M Mann and Miss Jennie M. Brown
George Pattee of the De Witt House,
were entertained overjiiRht at the home Lewiston, and Mr. George Bonnallie of
of Mrs. Margaret Heald, and by choice Lewiston were io town Wednesday lookthe rest of the company remained all ing over some of the fine horses of Buckin the hall
Mr. Herbert Heath field. They looked up and examined the
merits special thanks for his kindness as floe colts owned by T. H. Lunt, C. S.
he showed every possible cou'tesy'
Childs, H. A. Irish, Augustus Cloutler
the next day took his pair of horses and and others. These colts are each very
brought back a part of the company so fine steppers and will make their record
all could roach home
The roads were iu the future.
A fine graphophone has been installed
»o badly drifted that the three teams did
our village until nearly 4 in the store of Arthur E. Cole tbe past
Mr. Cole also has the teletwo weeks.
brought tb. mail from phone central and pay station so he
North Paris on foot, and the R. r. u. must have music enough to keep away
tbe blues.
carriers were unable to make their trip
G. D. Heald sold hie colt to Bonallie
A. Emmons, who Is still and Pattee when in town Wednesday, also

SÎSî&Î^ ^V.°yy.
Satorday^tooaia«

HBL

Daniel Winalow made a baaineaa
to Boston lut week.

«n.

March λ—Oxford Pomona

ALL|

SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

MAINS, MAR. 5, 19tf.

atwood
θΒΟΚβ·

THE DOiNOS OP THE WEEK IN

BacfcfMd.

WMt Pirt·.
Mr Idward B. All* died on
Fab 25 aft th· bome of
«
π
J*'
SLtt on Pioneer street. Mr.
siting his sister, and η
wM Uken with grippe.
He
recovered, and
Γ
«t Cook1· livery «table at

FUR COATS.

We Have too Many on Hand. Must Sell Soma at Once, If Price
Will Do the Trick We Are Ready to Meet You at a Low Figure.
We are having severe weather. You should be warmly
clothed.
Don't put off any longer. It will pay you a good
to
profit
buy now, even if you do not wear it until another
season.

We Are Loolslng for You.

F. H. NOYES CO.
South Paris,

(a Stores,)

CASTORIA F«ntutiu<c**

niKMYsimlMNtft

Norway.

/-? JiiTTf

jhe ΦχίβχΑ ftmocwtl

Private skating rink at New Hall Fri
day evening of this week.
Let u· hope that the backbone of win
ter Is really broken it last

SOUTfl_PABIS.

Office

Τ .30 A. R. to 7 A) p. M.

URAXD TRUNK RAILWAY.
Commencing Sept. 30, 1906,
lxatr

tr.uk·

SOUTR PARU

9:44 Α. M
Going lowu ex»t'—5 :36 A. p. dally;
4 35
dally.
dally except Sunday ;
ρ m
3.-36
Going up ,weit)-10.DT A.P.*., dally;
S .47
R., dally.
dally except Sun lay ;
CRCRCRM.

Her. Α. Κ Bale
First C'on^reiraUonal Church,
Preaching service, 10:45 a. r. •
win, Pastor.
4 JO p. μ.; ν ρ
li
M.;
Vesper·
Scliool
^n.lav
with Mrs. George Par num.
Κ β -Λ1 p. R. ; Church prayer meeting Wet)
> L
o'clock. All, not othei
lay evening atare:»
Invited.
cordially
Any one having any rooms to let durwl-e connected,
Methodist Church, Kev. H. A. Clifford. Paetot ; iog court will please notify Mrs. Shaw,
ΙΟΛΟ a ■
meeting
prayer
morning
On Sun-lay,
Proprietor of Hotel Andrews.
:n^ service 10:45 a.*.; Sabbath 8choo [
: r.
Meeting 6 00 p. m
M
Kpworth League7 Λ>
Rev. S. G. Davis of Norway preached
meet
p.
r.;
prayer
evening prayer meeting class
meeting, Frlda' > at tbe Universalis! church Sunday in
We incs lay evening;
!
evening.
exchange with the pastor, Rev. J. H.
Wallace Chesbro
Baptist Church. R*v. J.
service 1045 a ; Little.
Pa-t.-r. On Sun lav, preaching
6
15
ρ
Y.
P.
S.
C. K.,
Sabbath Sch JOl U R. ;
m
The Pan-Tans are requested to meet at
7 «0 p. *., Wednesday even
ν
prayer meeting
All an
their rooms Tuesday afternoon and bring
Sejti free.
-aver service 7Ju.
„·
their work. Welsh rarebit and coffee
wecoine.
Pastor
I'nlverollat Church, Kev. J. H. Little,
will be served at 6:30. All come.
at 10:45 a. ■
Pre*, hinc service every Sunday
Junior I'nlon at 3 S
Su; lav school at 12 R.
Rev. J. W. Cheebro will conduct a
p.
r.
V P. C. I", at 7
r m
cottage prayer meeting at the home of
STATKD MKETIXOS.
Mr. Frank Pike on
Pleasant Street
94.
Reculai
h A A. M.—Pari. Lo<lge. No.
Thursday evening, beginning at halfTues. lay evening on or before full rnooa
:
x
—

Corporation meeting Tuesday evening
Vernon Curtis is at home from Shaw's
Portland, for two
II·;» η ess College.

few

a

Robbins of

Auburn has

guest at Griofill Stuart's for

a

days.

Mrs. Charles Gilman of Lewiston was
the guest of Mrs. W. O. Frothingham
last week.
Mrs. C. Κ Dunham has been at I)r.
Yates' at West Paris for a few
Ο. K.
days, assisting in the care of Mrs. Yates,
who is ill.

Methodist Chureh, Bev. C. A. Brooks. Pastoi
Preaching aervloe.lO Λ) A. M.; Sabbath School
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting. 7.00 P.M.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meetlBi
Friday evening.

evening, β Λ0 P. M.

Epworth League, Sonda;

Baptist church, Bev. K. 8. Cotton, PMtoi
Preaching service. 1030 A.M.; 8abb th 8ehooΡ
12.00 M.; Prayer Meeting, 8unday evening 7
Μ., Wednesday evening, 140.

Th«

decorations of the ball have rarely ii

STATU) MKETIMOB.
Regular meeting of Oxford

Lodge
Hall, Friday Evening on o:
Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter
No. 39, assembles Wednesday Evening, on οι
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. m 8. M.
Friday evening, after fullmoon. Oxford Lodge
No. 1, Ark Manners, Wednesday evening arte:

been surpassed in attractiveness.
White draperies overhead and green

F. A A.M.
No. 13, In Masonic
before full moon.

ever

draperies on the walls almost entirely
concealed from view the not altogether
new decorations of the original ceiling

Rarely has there been e year wliei
there wm leu "town meeting talk,1
either m to candidates or other topics
before the meeting itself. Up to thi
▼ery last days preceding the meeting,
there waa hardly a mention even of tn<
candidates for the all-important office oi
selectman. On Saturday there began U

be

some

little stir, and the discussioi

worked down to the poinl
where the aentiment could be oryatal
Used in favor of a candidate. Bat there
was no ezoitement.
Monday morning
sunny and

gradually

opened

aomewhat breezy, with a temperature
fairly comfortable as compared to wlial
the winter has given us most of the time,

*>FRanged

Do you need

the tannery of the L. W. Smith Co. ii , druggists. Price only 50o.
that town. New abetting waa belnj
A VALUABLE LESSON.
placed in the room and llr. Ellia' cloth
"Six years ego I leaned avaluabU
ing waa accidentally canght in the belt
with it. He waa horribly leeson, writes John Pleasant of Magnolia,
carrying him
mangled about the lower llmba ant I Ind. "I then began taking Dr. King'i
arma.
He haa been foreman in the tan New Life Pill·, and the longer I tak<
them the better I And them."
Tbej
nery for aeverai years. He waa a mem
ber of Anaaaguntlcook Lodge, I. Ο. Ο pleaae everybody. Guaranteed by P. A,
F., and at one time of the Canton Schoo I Shurtleff A Co. 25 cents.
Board. He leaves a widow, who wai
letter Grajr's 8wnt Powdan for Children,
Miaa Iola M. Johnson of Livermore, anc
four children; Erold C\, Fred W., Editl 11 Successfully πββΊ by Mother Gray, nurae In Um
Home In New York, Cure Feverish
M., and Harland ▲. He ia alao aurvlvw I Children··
; ne··, Bed Stomach, Teething Disorder·, more
by hia parente, Mr. and Mrs. Charlei 1 and regulate the Bowela ana Destroy Worm·.
They never /ml. At all
Ellia, two brothers, S. B. Ellia and G. A I Over 90,000 testimonial·-FRBK.
Addreaa, Allen
drugglata, 25c. Sample
Ellis, and two sisters, Mrs. Ε. K. Hollii 8.01
mated, Le Roy.*. T.
and Miss Mand Ellia, all of Canton.
Bead Tear Cattl· tai H*rs« IMta
to the CBOSBY FRISIAN FUB COMPANY,
HUNTING FOR TROUBLE.
Rochester. N. T., and hare them converted Into
'I've lived in California 20 years, and cost·, robes, ruga, glove· and mlttena; better
Sever
von can buy.
am still hunting for trouble In the wa) and cheaper goods than
mind the dielance, "Crosby paya the freight."
lof burns, sores, wounds, bolls, cuts, See our new
llluatrated catalog, page 18. If Insprains, or a case of piles that Buoklen'i terested send for It.
Arnica Salve won't quickly cure," writec
Charles Walters of Alleghany, Sierra
Co. No use hunting, Mr. Walters; il
Guaranteed by F. A.
cures every case.
Sburtleff & Co. 25 cent*.
F. a: shurtleff a co.'s faith in hy-

!

I Mohair····

Taffeta........

We would be

Fountain Pen

«JJI

lîS

Crocker

£*£·.

near

New Gloucester which narrowly escaped
being very serious. About four feet of
Fortunately
one rait was broken out.
the engineer discovered it and put on
the air. but could not stop the train before striking the break. The engine
went over safely, but the baggage car
The speed of the train was so
went off.
sl«>w that no extensive damage was done,
and no one was hurt, but the road was
blocked for several hours.

John

The high school party started on their
Washington trip by the early train Friday morning, going to Boston that day
and taking the Fall River line to New
York that night. There were eleven in
the party—Miss Sue Rounds, first assistant in the school. Miss (irace Dudley,

Wall Paper at Half Price

$1,149~18

members of the graduating class
Miss FannieS. Bisbee, EdgarS. Barrett,
Louis W. Clark, Ralph C. Cole, Ralph E.
(iray, Edward W. Peverley and Lester
Twitchell—and Howard S. Maxim and
Albert L. Morse. They will be gone
seven

Pierce,

The annual business meeting of the
Social Circle was held on
Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 19, at the
residence of Mrs. L. J. Briggs. The
officers elected were:

single

grades

Just Fifty Cents

Prévient—Mr». A. B. Wl'eon.
l*t Vice Pre»Ment—Mrs. L. J. Brl**s.
.'•I Vt.-e-President-Ml»· Haltle Haskell.
Sec retary and Treasurer—Mrs. O. K Barrows,
kxceutlve Committee—Mr». A. w. walker,
Mrs lK»ra Greene. Mrs. Angle IVolfter, Mrs.
Lvilla Rounds, Mrs-T. V. Hathaway. Mrs. Geo
Kich ιγΊο, Mr». John Chute. Mrs. A. K. Baldwin
Mr*. J. 8. Wrlaht. Mrs. Clara Howard, Mrs.
Bean. Mrs. V O.
Arthur Talbot, Mrs. J. Η
Kl'ler. Mrs. Abble Jones. Mrs. T. ». Barnes,
Ml»» Emma Haskell. Ml»s Anna Morse, Mrs.
Ague» Penfold, Mrs. Walter Swett.

$1.25

show them to you.

truly,

Douglas

W. L.

BEST IN THE WORLD

$3.50 and 4.00 Shoes
FOR ΠEN.

We have them in Patent,
Corona, Gun Metal, Velour,
and Box Calf leathers.
THESE SHOES ARE MADE BY THE

HAND SEWED PROCESS
perfectly, are very
\V.
able and stylish.
and price is stamp \l
which

prices

the

protects

Douglas'

L.

the

on

name

bottom,

again't high

wearer

you will

Sold in this

J.

comfortable, dur-

and inferior shoes.

Try a pair and

They

makers.

most skilled shoe

by the

fit

regret it.

not

locality only by

F. PLUMMER, K&r.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

&

_SALE

^

OUK SALE OF WINTER

Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves, Etc,,
Will continue through this week.

READY

=

TO

We also have

WEAR

=

a

few

more

HAT5,

to clone al UH crnls.

E.

MRS.

A.

HOWE,

South Paris, Maine.

24 Years' Work-No Repairs.

A Sharpies Dairy Tubular Croam .Separator lias
done work equal to 24 jears in a ΙΟ-cow dairy
Hero is
without needing adjustment or repair*.

the record :

i.joo
1,080,00»

Hour· In utt
Pound· leparated

Turn.* ol crank
Turns of bowl
Oil uaed
Time oiling
Adjusting and repair·

j,ijj.76o

1,152,000,000

Only j quarts

About 4 minute*
None

durable, just as well
Every Tubular is just
The
made, and just as economic il as that <·η«?.
Tubular Is the only separator holding such a
record—the only separator that can stand such a
test. Dairy Tubulars bave waist low supply cans
—enclosed self-oiling g«*ari·—» simple bowl suspended from a frictionless ball betting. I nan-lie
Tubulars and want to show you that they Increase dairy profits 25 to 100 per cent. Come
in when you can. Let ine give you a catalog.
as

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.
Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Paper

I

Congregational

to

at

A NEW INVOICE OF

TUESDAY, FEB. 26, 1907,

eight days.

$1.25

ABBOTT BLOCK, iNORWAY, MAINE.

Frothingham,

Crocker

at

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.

—

RIGHTl

pleased
Yours

Furnishings,

START

Taffeta

Warp

Lansdowne

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

W. 0.

62c. and $1.00

at

Silk

Blanket*,

J

!imi 2'

$i.oo

Veiling

Blankets,
$1.50,

iîiîi if

at

11-

|

J·*»··

50c.

...at

>

I

black gown Ρ

a new

We Have Just Received

Friday morning

atantly

|

Barnes.
"jf
M tes Leach

accident

Uni versa list Chureh, Bev. 8. «. Davii
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday atlOi
School, 1Ι.Ό0; T. P.C.U. meel

A. M. Sabbath
lng, 7 Λ0 P. M.

|

express train last

an

Tuesday evening.

|

Of course do one doubts that it hae
December was
been a cold winter.
colder than the average, and the two following month» were worse. The Democrat 'earns from a man who kept a record that in the 59 days in January and
February the thermometer was below
A morning temperazero $5 mornings.
lure of 15 to 20 below was very common,
and a noon temperature in the immediate vicinity of zero was several times

experienced.
The early morning
Tuesday met with

OBA

|

Mrs. Wl'son.
Ml»* Tolmau.
The Schubert».

Kouml Table.

LITTLE

|

again working.

quartette,

WITH

—

The Euterpean Club meets this Monday afternoon with Mrs. Wilson to study
Chaminade and Dudley Buck. The programme ie as follows:

η«ηλ

BKgêlOH,

TOBT.—LABGE APPB0PBIATI0N8.

Robes

The street railroad played in hard luck
The storm of
the first of last week.
Sunday night· and the high wind which
followed blocked the road so that it was
not open clear through until Wednesday
morning. That night on account of
trouble with the dynamo it was hung up
again, and there were no ears until
Thursday evening, when the schedule

Soni.

8UOBT

^Thursday

term of Supreme Judicial
next week.
opens Tuesday of
Mardi l;i Judge Henry C. Peabody of
i'< rtland will preside. The grand jury
will be in attenden:; aneled last October
of the traverse jurors was
it·
f. and ainlist
the Democrat last week.
1 îMished
Will tlie members of the old order
M pah Assembly, who have not already
!i ·:·: d the new order, Hamlin Temple,
f t fir intention to drop out of the order please do so at once that the charter J
li-t ruay be sent to the Grand Temple.
Ail Knights desiring to enter as charter
members must be present Thursday
evening, March 7.

SZiy

ELECTIOBB.-

[

:irt

»»

III

good

The March

Essay—"Chamtnade,"

CONTEST

Horses "Warm.

Mrs. L. S. Hammond and her grandfor
daughter, Miss Grace Dudley, left
Boston a few days since, and Miss Dudat
that
>> joined the Washington party
place Friday.
Thompson, formerly a
Miss Sue
teacher in the South Paris schools, later
at Kumford Falls, now at Xorthtield,
Mass has been the truest of Miss Julia
P. Morton for a few days.

Roll Call-Items about Buck.
te,

Thursday.

OMB

NO 8KWKB8 OB BE WEB COMMITTEE.—

Keep Your

of
Mrs. Abbott of Sumner is a guest
her
1er brother. A. H. Doble, and
! lighter. Miss Ilattie Abbott, is a guest
a* Ellis S. Doble's.

was

Hall last Wednesday and

IOSLV

_

■

Miss M.iii 1

CHUKCHU.

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. f
Rileout, Pastor. Preaching service Sundai
10 ao A.M.; Sabbath School, W ΛΟΜ.; V. P. Î
C. B., Sunday Evening, β JO P. M.; Social lie·
lng, 7 Λ) P. M ; regular weekly Pra> er Meeting

E(jVAL TO PBEYIOUê FAIB8.

ACTUALLY CURES CATARRH.

—

been

"good chebb pebgola" or last webi

*21,864.07,

year.

<

and walls, and transformed the ball into full moon.
"N
the traveling was not of the
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Begular meetlni Although
a cheerful room.
Tuesday Evening best, it was passable, and the voten
White was the foundation color used In 0<ld Fellows' Half, every
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meet· In Ode showed up in good numbers.
for the booths, they being entirely cover- Fellows' Ha l, second and fourth "Friday Even
A fair number of voters were in the
ed with that color. Then they were Inge of each montb. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge
66, meets on first and third Friday of eacl hall when the meeting was called to
draped with festoons of white and green No.
month.
order at 10 o'clock, and more on the
vines, and adorned with a variety of
E. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Blocl
street and sidewalk, who promptly filed
Evening. U. R-, A. O. Noyet
flowers, including roses of several bues, every Thursday
D.vision, No. 12, meets third Friday of oacl in.
carnations, sweet peas, poppies, Ac. The month.
Lake Assembly, No. SS, P. S., second
As has been the case the past few years,
whole effect was very graceful and and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
a number of ladies occupied seats on the
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
at Grange Hall
platform, and leaa blue incenae rose than
past seven.
in two rows In the middle of fourth Saturdays of each monthNo.
64, meets U uaual when only men are present
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post,
were the booths devoted to the Naw G. A. B. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
the
hall
of
the
will
there
be
By request
boy·
An interesting feature of the meeting
some "Folk-lore" readings at the Berean sale of aprons, fancy articles, paintings, of each month.
W. B.C.—Meets In New G. A. B. Hall, Mon. was the boys of the political economy
Ac.
In
one of the rear corners
candies,
in
the
Methodist
Thursvestry
supper
class from Hebron Academy, about
day evening.
of the hall was the food booth, in the
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
day evening.
of them, seated in a body on the
other a refreshment booth, where punch Sew G. A.B. Hall, on the first and third Wed- twenty
Professor Purinton of Cobb Divinity and
stage, each with note book, taking in the
crackers were served free. nesday evenings of each month.
fancy
and
South
Paris
Council,
U.
A.
M.—Norway
town meeting as an object lesson.
School
supplied the pulpit at the The stage was occupied by the old No.O 10, meets
at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday
Town Clerk Wheeler called to order
OMF.I IS SO 8TR0N6 THEY SEI.I. IT
Congregational church again on Sunday. country store, which as usual did not evening.
Im* Pinch, use ALLEY'S FOOT-EASE.
and
read the warrant.
Professor S. J. Case of the same insti- belie its
U. O. P. F .—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
UNDER
GUARANTEE.
a
of
Wi
stock
about
swollen
feet.
for
A
tired, aching,
name, having
powder
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
tution will supply there next Sunday.
Eighty-four votes were cast for moder- hnvf
over 30,000 testimonials. All drusKlsts, 25c.
P. A. Shurtleff A Co. back up their
everything namable that could be called mon'.h
frkk
who
took
Trial
all
for
Walter
L.
substitute.
Don't
package
accept any
Gray,
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247. ator,
aa a cure for catarrh
Do not forget the men's supper at the
by mail. Addreaa Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, N.T. faith in Hyomei
of charge of the meeting.
In the front corners of the hall were meeti second and fourth Thursday evenings
and bronchial troubles with a positive
M. E. church, March 7, given by the
The report of the selectmen and school
each month
Berean Class, to be followed by an en- two features particularly attractive, each
K. G. Ε .—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meeti In Ryer· board was
guarantee that if it doe· not cure the
accepted without discussion
Born.
tertainment. Supper and entertainment, in its way. The dainty one was the son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
money will be refunded.
from the Crocker and
to
and
third
May
Expenditures
first
evenings,
Thursday
25 cents; children under 12, 15 cents; floral arcade, presided over by Miss Eva May,
Byomei is baaed on nature's way of
funds were reported by F. A.
September.
Bray
A.
of
John
Feb.
the
wife
In
to
8outh
Pari*,
25,
Andrews as princess. The floor repcuring catarrh. It contains concentrated
Supper, 15 cents.
and the report was Scott, a daughter.
treasurer,
Shurtleff,
of the pine woods,
resented "Daisy Farm," with a farm in
The Prince sistere have closed their
In West Pari*. Mar. 1, to the wife of Percy C. healing oils and gums
Advertised letters in South Paris post
in such form that tbey can be
miniature, buildings and all appurte- dressmaking rooms for three weeks accepted.
Ma) hew, a daughter.
prepared
for
the
officers
of
Election
office March 4, 1W7:
coming year In Oxf jrd, Fen. 12, to the wife of George He·nances, even to the mail bo* on its post. while they are away on a vacation trip
brought into your own home, with the
Mr. I P. Seavey.
lop, a ton.
as though you lived out of
On the wails of the arcade were bunches to Boston, New York, Washington, D. proceeded.
In East Andorer, Feb. 23, to the wife of Wil- same results
M lie .Mary Manning.
For town clerk 81 votes were cast, all
of daisies and other artificial flowers, C., and other places.
doors in the Adirondacks, and in this
liam Cole, a daughter.
Mr. Victor Burn».
for William J. Wheeler.
A. K. Buller, Eb4|
which constituted the stock in trade of
way you can be cured of catarrh and
Plenty of work for taxpayers with
For first selectman 138 votes were cast,
8. F. Davis, Postmaster.
the princess.
affections of the nose, throat and lungs
teams to work ont their taxes on the ill
Married.
for Charles W. Bowker.
In the opposite corner was a feature
while at home or at work.
The Junior C. E. Society of the Baphighways this month and next.
For second selectman the vote resulted
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but
tist church gives a social in the ladies' which drew the youthful portion of the
The Norway Board of Trade by direc •is follows:
Id ''oath Parle, Feb. 27, by Rev. J. H. Little,
extra bottlea, if needed, may be
parlor Wednesday afternoon from *2 to 5 crowd around It. This was the tradi- tion of president W. C. Leavitt and sec- Whole number of votes,
236 Mr. Harold Herbert Gammon of South Pari· $1.00,
obtained for 50c. With Hyomei, catarrh
o'clock.
119 and M lea Alice Lillian Lovcjoy of Milton Plan
Candy, popcorn and peanuts tional grab bag, this time in the form of a retary A. L. Sanborn are pushing the N'ecosarv to * choice,
tatlon.
9U
can be cured pleaaantly and easily at
will be ou sale. A cordial invitation is cage behind the bars of which two brown new shoe factory venture. The board
Adncy B. Tuel),
In South Parle, Mar. I, by Rev. J. H. Little,
75
Je.-tse C· Howe,
small expense with no risk of the treatextended to all their friends.
Teddy bears were stationed. Their paws officers and members are well alive to
Mr. Almoo Keen Emery and Miss Edna Ellen
70
Hannibal ti. Brown,
were continually stretched through the any new undertaking that promises conment coating a penny unlesa it cures.
1
Curtla, both of ParK
Charles W. Bowker,
March
of
Paris
Grange
Programme
In South Parla, Mar. 1. by Rev. J. H. Little,
bar» to receive the nickels of the crowd, ditions of greater prosperity for Norway.
No choioe. Second ballot:
and Mra. Grace Snow, both
Mr.
Hobb*
9cb:
Alfred
and put back again with the first bundle More business, greater prosperity, is the
of Norway.
5
Whole number of votes,
Ch Ir. which came to band.
Music,
motto.
141
W. E. Twltchel).
Necessary to a choice,
Keaiilng,
for
San
crowds
attended
left
126
Good
Russell
B.
Adnev
Tuell,
Wednesday
William
to
tbe
Murray
WouM
It
an
be
advantage
Question.
77
Hannibal G. Brown,
farmer* of Oxfor<l County to devote more afternoon and evening and Thursday Francisco, Calif., the last of the week.
Died.
76
Jesse C. Howe,
attention to potato raising!' Discussion
and there was a very satis- Mr. Russell recently sold his farm and
afternoon,
1
D.
Haramon-I,
Henry
opcued >jy a paper by A. N. Cairn·. Vasale of the great variety of arti- business at North Norway to his brothers
In West Parle, Feb. 25, Edward E. Allen, aged
Mr.
riety of potatoes to p:ant aud method of factory
Again there was no choice.
44 years
preparing land, followed by Ο. K. Clifford. cles to be found in the several booths. and moved his family to the village. He Brown
line of
I have a
thereupon announced that he bad
In Rumford, Feb. 26, Samuel Vincent Abbott,
Arrangtd by Chorister. Wednesday evening an orchestra played is a contractor and builder, but will find
Song,
Mrs. Wlilard Bryant.
been a candidate only upon urgent solici- ugod 90 years.
Reading,
his
to
and
the
same
favorable
the
more
evening,
conditions much
Id Rumford Falls, Feb. 25, Mrs. Thomas Mablc
Choir. throughout
Music,
tation, and that he did not desire any Gauthier.
orchestra furnished music ftr the play vocation there, he thinks. His family
The third balmore votes caat for him.
In Rumford Falls, Feb. 25, Harold Taylor,
The ladies of the Methodist church on
and Friday evenings.
Thursday
will not join him there for the present. lot resulted :
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75, a.oo, 2 25,
aged 18 year*.
the parsonage Friday
are invited to
Supper was served Wednesday evenThe officers of the clerks' ball have
In Kczar Falls, Feb. 22, Mary, wife of William
282 I
Who'e number of votes,
3.50, 3.00, 3.50.
afternoon from three to live to meet
ing at Good Cheer Hall to a good num- tnrned over to the president of the board Necessary to a choioe,
117
In Norway, Feb. 15, Vllona A. Bubler, aged 41
Miss Bertha E. Kneeland, a returned
153
Adner B. Tuell,
of management of the Norway Public
Street
large size,
yean*, 2 months, 15 davs.
59
Jesse C- Howe,
missionary from South America. At
and Friday evenings the Library the neat little sum of twentyIn Norwav, Feb. 21, Laurance L. F;l..t. aged 4
10
Scattering,
7:30 Miss Kneeland will give an address drama "Bar Haven" was
2.00,
davs.
3.00, 3.50,
with
5
22
2.50,
yea· κ, months,
presented,
five dollars.
Miss Hannah L.
upon South America in the Methodist the cast which has previously been pubFor third selectmau the ballot re-1 In Natick, Mass., Feb. 24,
It is understood that Frank E. Pottle,
CO,
69
5.50.
5.00,
of
Buckfleld,
4.50,
years.
4
aged
Buck, formerly
vestry, to which the public are cordially lished. While it contains nothing sen- who recently sold his Norway Lake suited:
In Boston. Feb. 28, Judge Solomon A. Bolster,
invited. An offering will be received sational, the
is entertaining, has
194 I a native of Paris, aged 71 years.
to Asa D. Frost, will soon go west Whole number of votes,
play
place
and Horse
98
In West Paris, Feb. 22, Mr*. Sophia H. Lakln,
for the school, in which Miss Kneeland
many amusing situations, and gives much where he has in view an excellent Secessajry to a choice.
149
aged 84 yeirs
Henry D. Hammond,
taught. Miss Kneeland spoke Sunday opportunity for the delineation of charA.
Clifford,
44
I η Mexico, Feb. 25, Infant son of C.
position.
A. P. Steam*,
ALSO
at Kent's Hill and Winthrop and speaks acter.
1
It was well cast, and took exased 14 dsys
Jesse C. Howe,
Mrs. E. F. Smith entertained the
this week at Wayne, Monmouth, Wilton ceedingly well, being played to full
In Sumuer, Feb. 17, Miss Bertha A. Sturtevant,
a chicken pie
and
whist
at
Merry Eight
The same three who had been elected ag;d 20 years.
and Lewiston.
houses both nights.
eupper on Thursday evening.
selectmen were duly elected assessors I in Canton, Mar. 1, C. C. Ellis, Jr.
at
her
between
acts
is
Tbe
Cook
N.
M.
E.
specialties
the
Thursday
Mrs.
Jennie
met
at
stopping
Esthers
The Qieen
and overseers of the poor, a single ballot
were the drill of the Shaking home at Steep Falls for a time.
vestry early last Monday morning and evening
cast in each case.
ZiOST.
The breaking down of the electrics being
with lace curtains, easy chairs, draperies Quakers by tbe young people, and a song
For treasurer Frank A. Shurtleff had
Somewhere In Market Square, Saturand gay booths a cosy room was develop- and encore by Mrs. Emeley. Friday this week has caused great inconvenience
Thomas
J. Wheeler 1, and
day afternoon, a small silver watch with
and Paris. 8S, William
ed and ready for visitors at .'51*. M., when evening tbe drill of the Moon and Stars to the people of both Norway
South Pari·.
Powers 1.
gold hands and open face. The finder
the sale opened. In opposite corners, was given, Fred E. Ilall sang a song, "I'm Could we get along without the service?
the
school
of
For member
committee, will please return to Arline D. Crocker.
of
for
Erato
the
Quartette
my Mother-in-law,
The concert by
draped in white, the booths were sup- Getting Ready
to succeed Dr. F. E. Wheeler of West
face, and responded to two re- Portland assisted by Miss Pearl G. Libby
plied with fancy articles, tempting food, in black
Paris, whose three years' term expired, I
"How
Morse
read
A.
O'Neil
and
A.
E.
reader,
and
calls,
May
candies.
Ruby
the
at
and many kinds of home-made
piano,
113 votes were cast, all but one of which
to a recall with at the
and
House
evening
was
room
Played,"
Wednesday
the
responded
of
iu
tbe
centre
The booth
Opera
were for Clarence G. Morton.
All these add- was a great success. The quartette conan appropriate selection.
aud
with
red
bunting,
crepe paper
gay
For collector of taxes 91 votes were |
sisted of Mrs. Grace Farrington Homand a good supply of aprons of many ed much to the entertainment.
all but one for Alfred H. Jackson.
The net financial result of the fair, sted, soprano; Miss Martha F. B. Ilawes, cast,
In
found
there.
to
be
were
spite
styles
The compensation of the collector was
of the blizzard outside, the girls found while not yet figured out, will probably contralto; Mr. Frederic A. Kennedy, fixed at 1 12
per cent.
be not far from the large amount general- tenor; Mr. Howard R. Stevens, baritone.
customers for all their food and candies,
It was voted that the care of the roads
and many aprons aud fancy articles. ly cleared through the activity of the The programme is ae follows interspers- be left with the selectmen, and no road
ed with repeated encores from the well
Tuesday evening. Queens and a King- ladies of the society.
commissioner was elected.
filled house:
dom. was rendered very acceptably to an
W "0D (OU uiuucrs υ au ucou ciotioU) w»§
The Village Corporation Report.
J*ART I.
of
appreciative audience. The proceeds
motion of H. G. Brown, it was voted to
Ιο the New Tear
officers
the
of
South
of
Tbe
Orlando
Λ
Morgan
report
by
about
Cycle,
$20.
In Fairyland,
Song
the sale were
pass over the succeeding articles temby securing a
raris Village Corporation was
Quartette.
Purk'e
Song,
pnnt-|
and take up the two articles reSoprano. porarily
Maine News Notes.
ed and distributed to the citizens last, Queen Mab,
lating to sewere.
week. It contains nothing much differ-1
Tenor.
Under article 19, to see what sum of
ent from the ordinary annual report, the
Contralto.
on
Thursfire
Old Το#υ had a $40,000
the town will vote to raise to exmoney
and
Contralto.
tuakas
Soprano
follows,
report of the treasurer,
Baritone, tend the sewer in South Paris village,
day, which destroyed live wuoden buildwhole:
of
the
ing a practical summary
ten Beit,
Soprano. H. G. Brown alleged that the location of
ings.
Frank A. Shurtk ff, Treasurer, in account with Come Away Elves,
Quartette.
the sewer was illegal, and moved to pass
for
,he
a
y«:,r
CorporatlOD
Wilton
The
weekly
ι
fAKT II.
Searchlight,
"You blow it to fill it."
over that article and take up the next.
three
the
for
Thomas
years,
past
paper published
Command,
Love
Love'sβ toramsou,
Dr.
A viva voce vote "was taken, followed
Mr. Stevens.
Mm.
Homsted,
is to go out of existence.
a
52 13
Rec'd cash, balance last report.
I
Debut.
by a show of bands, and the motion to
B
«ο,Ι η,,: Reading—Johnny's
Temporary loan,
Miss O'Nell.
Dexter had a l&MXH) tire on the night
over the article was declared carj
Kent Engine Hall,
constant source of
A
Browne pass
1:0 as ,
of Feb. I'^d, in which four business
I90i tax.
ried.
Mr. Kennedy,
·ϊ**βοη· co!·.
pleasure and satisfaction
a
37 81
col., 1903 tax,
Edwards
blocks were practically destroyed.
The next article, relative to an inSweet Thoughts of Home,
î H" •J**901». eel..
» !.
that will last through
iuo« tax.
30 ll; (a)
Browne
of the sewer question, was
•i*cke°n.
5Î·
*
π
4'M
vestigation
1906
lax.
facH.
A Ifml
J&ckeoo, col.,
Auburn is to have another shoe
many now years.
taken up, and a motion was made to
73
col >1906 Ux.
1,638
be
built
Longfellow
iA Ifred H. i"cieon·
1 ->7
tory, 40x95 feet, five stories, to
Jackson, col, Int. 1902 ux
it Indefinitely. This started
Miss
O'Nell.
postpone
Co.
h
H- Jackeon; col.! InL
tax!
by the Howard, Briggs & Pray
d'Hardelot the first discussion of the day* par1 8« (a) Because,
col., tat 1904 tax,
*"«»·
Chadwlck
4Alfred
£*î !'·
Mr. Wright
13 $5 | (b)
II. Jackeon, col.. Int. 1905 tax,
Harry Lord, 9 years of age, was drownLohr ticipated in by Mr. Brown,
Pen
The
I
vote
Loan,
CorpjntluD, special
ed at East Holder) Monday by falling
and J. B. Field. The motion to postur. ovevouo.
jOOOO
!
meeting·,
mill
of
a
Music
Stool.
favorite
was
carried.
floor
in
the
hole
the
universal
a
Is
Reading—The
through
pone indefinitely
Miss O'Nell.
It being then 12 o'clock, the meeting
*3.134 76 !
building into the open water beneath.
Archer
because
Old King Cole,
CE.
adjourned for dinner, till 1 o'clock.
Quartette.
Always Delicious—PureWilliam Emery of Jonesport died at
was resumed on the
work
dinner
After
8"
479
Fire
9
acct.
Cash
Department,
paid
Wholesome—Digestible
Dexter from injuries caused by getting
G02 35
Alls the quickest,
The members of Co. D, 1st Regt., N. first part of the warrant, the first article
rental,
Hydrant
200 00
caught in a hay press. Both his legs
L,br*ry.
Box will make
Oae
S. M., are hard at work on indoor under consideration being the appropri6.
r.Vbl,ï.
807 61
Miscellaneous orders,
were nearly wrenched from his body.
the cleanest,
keeps
which began Jan. 1, '07. ation for common schools.
rifle
Home I
847
practice
A
Happy
Interest,
127 83
Both officers and enlisted men are requirH. G. Brown criticised the large exPortland, the birthplace and early
writes the best.
498 90
Sealed
Police.
this
the
in
Package
guaranteed
army practice. penditures for schools, especially
Every
ed to take part
hirae of Ilenry W. Longfellow, appro17 29
Care of clock,
Fresh and Full Weight
Thoes who excel will win certain very high school, and said twenty-four weeks
175 51
Water and light committee,
priately observed the centennial an500 00
attractive and valuable trophies which of common school was enough. He disniversary of the birth of the poet WedTemporary loan,
Fancy Βοχβι aad Battel» la ixcluilre
are now on exhibition in the windows cussed the question at some length. He
nesday. Judge Symonds being the orator
deilgaB—for Oltta
$2,912 78
SOLD BY
of Eastman & Bancroft, by which Arm moved to raise $4000 for common
of the occasiou at the City Hall meeting Casb balance,
22198
have
been
the
of
provided.
trophies
schools.
in the evening.
part
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Season closes on May 1, '07. Norway
Superintendent of Schools Kev. H. A.
Maker· of Coco· ard Chocolate·
Two University of Maine students
Kespectfully submitted,
win.
was no reflection upthere
said
usually
Clifford
boys
Treasurer.
Frank A. Suurtlkff,
have paused the Rhodes scholarship
BOSTON, MAIS.
will be on
March
26,
on account of the
honor
evening,
man's
Tuesday
RESOURCES.
any
Oxford University.
SOUTI1 PARIS, ME.
examination for
a concert at the Opera House un- school bills, and reviewed certain things
9β
221
given
f
Cash In treasury,
They are Harold M. Ellis of ningham, Due from
der the management of S. C. Foster, in his report. He urged thirty-three
A. H. Jackeon, col., on 1903
4g 10
Mass., and Ballard P. Keith of Old
tax.
that promises to be first class. The weeks of school, for which more than
A. H. Jackson, col., on 1904
Town. They were the only University
artists will take part: Frank the amount named would be necessary.
following
215
43
***·
of Maine students to try the examinaviolin; Mrs. Bertha He moved to substitute for 14000 the
A. H. Jackson, col., on 1905 tax, 189 60 Ernest Holding,
tion.
A. U. Jackson, col., on 1906 tax, 474 07 Kenney Miller,
soprano; Lotus Male sum of $5250.
Mr. Brown continued the argument
Quartette:—Albert R. Prince, first tenor;
George A. Wardell of Bucksport,
Fred J. Witcher, second tenor; Dana W. from the standpoint of the tax payer,
chief engineer of Peary's steamer, the
liabilities.
Rowe, baritone; Willis Atwood, bass; and the disoussion continued between
Roosevelt, brought back many interest$512 06 M. Dennett, reader. George W. Home, bim and Mr. Clifford at some length.
Order So. 821, Norway Water Co.,
ing things from the Far North, including
WE SHALL PUT ON SALE
The report of Chief Engineer Charles tenor; Mabel Johnson at the piano. Mr.
The motion was put on the amendvaluable furs, musk ox horns, etc., and a
more or less detail Horne will sing Mr. Foster's new songs. ment—to raise $5,250,—and it was decan opener which was left at the "far- W. Bowker reports in
Deputy Tucker of Paris had one clared a vote by ayes and noes.
thest North" in 1875 by an English seven fires, ranging from a loss of practiBusiness then proceeded, approprically nothing to a has of *40,000 at the Thomas Kneeland before the Municipal
explorer.
fire of April 20th. He reviews the other Court Monday for intoxication. He re- ations being made as follows:
John Spaulding, aged about 50, was work of the
of
in
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jail.
|5,iM).00
department, in the line
; ceived thirty days
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and Borders of 1906 Stock.
run over by a freight train aud killed at
1,700.00 3 133 Roll· Wall
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1,200 00
Davis, Jesse P. Edwards and Mrs. C. N. Town officers' bills
Judge Solomon A. Bolster.
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for
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twentyA feature of the Longfellow centennial
Solomon
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bills
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Miscellaneous
Sale to continue two weeks, or until all are sold.
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a
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a
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of
native
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a
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Judge Bolster
S. V\ Abbott.
in Boston for a few days.
mild discussion of the town farm mattei
the eon of Capt. Gideon and Charlotte his son Will
the
Mrs. M. E. Drake, after a visit witli cropped ont. Under this article
Samuel Vincent Abbott, perhaps more Hall Bolster, and was born Dec. 10, 1835.
F. E. Drake, has returned to sum of $1500 was raised, and it was votgenerally known as "Uncle Vint Ab- He'was a descendant of Isaac Bolater, her son,
ed that the balance of $777.77 remaining
8S MARELBT
bott," died at his home in Rumford who came from England in 1732 and set- her Brunewick home.
Carl Hayden and sisters of Haverhill from restocking the town farm be car
tled in Uxbridge, Mass. His greatTuesday, Feb. 20, in his niuety-flrst
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the
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to
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and
the
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of
town,
native
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a
spending
PARIS,
SOUTH
year. He was
grandfather fought in the Revolution
bore
relatives in town.
lengthy discussion on any of the articles,
one of the best known of thorn who
first lieutenant and later as captain.
foi
an
appropriation
The matter of
The ladies of the grange will providt
the old Rumford name of Abbott. In
He was educated in the schools of
wai
town meet cutting bushes in the highway
his younger days he was a famous Paris and Oxford Normal Institute, dinner for the townspeople
over.
passed
athlete, and was through his latter days studied law in the office of his cousin, ing day.
The sura of $75 was appropriated foi
R. I. Grand P. C. of Work Convera Ε
one of the best preserved men of his age W. W. Bolster, at Dixfield, and graduatmade his official visii the observance of Memorial Day, to b<
in Oxford Connty. He always made a ed from Harvard Law School and was Leach of Portland
of Oxford Coun taken from the miscellaneous appropria
admitted to the Maine bar in 1850. He at the annual assembly
special effort to attend town meeting,
which wai tlon.
and rarely missed the oounty fair, at practioed fora short time in Missouri, cil, No. 14, R. and S. M.,
Voted to expend the $300 received
held at Masonic Hall Friday evening.
which he waa present last September, but in 1862 settled in Massachusetts.
at
a banquet.
from the state on the state road.
Large
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more than
Work
for
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a
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at
he
In September, 18d2,
though living
The brown-tail moth was responsible 1
The officers elected for th<
nine months service in the civil war, and tendance.
twenty miles.
Boots
for quite an outbreak of talk which go
Men's
lieutenant in the Twenty- ensuing year are as follows:

meet
1.1), o. F—Mount Mica Lodge, regular
Auron
week
!r. .·». Thursday evenln< of each
mont, ilret and third Monday evening!
Κ
o' each mouth.
D of K.—Mouut Pie >san Rebekah Lodge,No
or eaci
3' meet·» secoud and fourth Fridays
Hall.
m into In Odd Fellows'
W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meet!
u. A. R
Saturday evening» of
fir t and tiilr
m -nth, in U. A. R. Hal!.
wK. Kimball Relief Corps meets flrsl
of each month. In
xn 1 talrd Saturday evenings
Κ def Corps Hall.
from
May 1 to Oct. 1.
? H.—Pari* Grange,
('
the
m-e » iir«t an l thirl Saturday; during
Saturday, la
meets
every
.1:· 1er of the year,
re
tf rac«*e Hall.
of
I «>. G. C —Second aad fourth Monday·
e.i h month.
No. 181,
v. E. o. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
evenlnη
"
d:· t -econd and fourth Wednesday
of >a h month.
meets
every
No.
31,
Lodjte,
•f P.—Hamlin
>"r a y evening at Pythian Hall.

weeks.
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RISING PROM THE ORATE,
or 18,926.32 mon than Im Η Λ
The tax rate lut year *u 1 1
A prominent manufacturer, Wm. A
mill*, and the increased appropriation 1 Pert well, of Lacan·, Ν. C., relate· ι
this year will carry it up to about 21 milla • moat remarkable experienoe. Be eaje
"After taking leee than three bottle· ol
Electric Bitter·, I feel like one rising
C. C. EI1U Killed at Canton.
from the grave. My trouble ii Brigbt'i
disease, It the Diabete· stage. I full]
I CAUGHT BY A BELT IN THE 8MIT1 believe Rleetrlo Bitten will cure mi
TA1MEBT.
permaoentij, for U has already stopped
the liver and bladder
complication!
me for
year·.'
C. C. Ellis, Jr., of Canton, waa in which have troubled
A Co.'·,
at
A.
Shurtleff
P.
ii , Guaranteed
killed at 7:30

Tta· Rule Tow· Meeting.

NORWAY.

Mr. end Mrs. Albert D. P*rk visit*
relatives st East Sumner Sunday.
Yet, the "Good Cheer Pergola" w»i
The Delta Alphas meet with Misi ι the equal of previous fair·. And that h
til yon need to nj about It. With tb<
Jessica Curtis this Monday evening.
record of unbroken distinguished eu©
Remember
tie court temperance ceesee made
by the Unlverealist Gooc
meeting Tuesday evening, March 12.
Cheer Society with Its fair for a num
Mrs. E. A. Howe will go to Boston thi , ber of years, ever since the organltatloi
middle of this week to attend the mil of the society, that it enough. Th<
artistic and financial result· accomplish
linery opening·.
ed once in twelve month· are a regularlj
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Methsurprise, fresh every 7®*Γ·
odist chuich meets Tuesday evening recurring
The fair of this year was held in New

•ΟΙ ΤΗ PARIS POST OITlCK.
Hour· :

UalversâlUt Ladle· Scon Agate.

on

the Dollar.

The Lauter Playerpiano

Come Early.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

At the meeting of Paris Lodge, F and
A. M Tuesday evening, there was work
in the lirst degree, and following that
the officers for the coming year were installed by District Deputy Arthur E.
Forbes
After the close of the lodge an
A good numoyster supper was served.
ber were out. The list of officers is as

SQUARE],

LOOK

follows:

AT

THESE

PRICES

ON

Rubber Boots.

< Inr'es H. Howard.
W. M
s. W -Wallace B. Strickland.
J. W.-L. L. Brlff**.
Treae —William O. Krothlnghaiu.
L Gray.
». D.—Wtillani W. Payne.
J. I> Sanfonl M. Brown.
Mar.—Charles H. George.
S. S —J. S. Horr.
J.
IFre«l P. Chandler.
Tyler—W. A. Porter.
—

—

second
T. I. M.—Walter L. Gray.
third Maine Regiment After his return
M -P. M. Walker.
Androscoggin Pomona Grange invites he resumed his practice in Roxbnry, and D.
P. C. M —J. C. Sbepard.
Oxford Pomona and New Ceotury Po- remained there during the rest of his life,
Recorder—C. P. Bane·.
at
mona to be present at its meeting
Treasurer—H. D. Smith.
He was appointed justice of the municiStanding Committee of Finance—Β. Γ. Smith
Weat Minot, Wednesday, March 6, and Κ pal court in 1885. He was for a numbei
W. Holmes, Β. T. Bradbury.
G.
rea
is probable that there will be good
of years connected with the Massachusetts militia, and in 1876 was assistant
Special meeting of the board ο
sponse to the invitation.
Norway Publii
adjutant-general of Massachusetts. Ht management of the
Card of Thanks!
was a thirty-second degree Mason, and Library was held Saturday morning a
Pomona Oranges Invited.

Edward E. Allen, who was for a while ,
in the livery stable with Newell Cook
died last Monday at the home of hi· sis
ter, Mrs. W. H. Pratt, at West Paris
He had had a siege with the grippe
which had left him much weakened
was able to come t< >
nevertheless be
South Paris only a few days before hi
death. He returned to West Paris οι
Saturday, was taken with pneumonia
and succumbed to it Monday afternoon ι
Mr. Allen was born in Paris, the son ο
J. W. Allen, and waa 44 years of age !
lie was three times married and thre<

J

We wish to extend our sincere thank·
the kind friends and neighbors foi
their assistance and sympathy in the
sickneaa and death of oar beloved son
to

and brother.

Mrs. Mary A. A luck,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Alls»,
Mr. amd Mrs. W. H. Pratt.

times widowed, and leave· no children
Mr. Allen waa a member of Mt. Mi©
Card of Thanks.
Lodge of Odd Fellows of thl· plact
The funeral Wednesday afternoon wa
and neighbors who s<
friends
To
the
1
attended by Ret. J. H. Utile, assiste
assistance in the deatl
rendered
kindly
»
by Rev. Misa Macduff, and was in charg and barial of oar hasband and father,
of West Pari* Lodge of Odd Fellows
for their words of comfort and the flora
which attended in a oody and performe 1
we' extend oar sincere thanks
»
order,
the funeral service of the
^h tributes,
Mrs. Groror P. Hammond.
e
Gwrj
Abbott,
pall bearers were A. L.
Dr. Cmarlottb F. Hammord.
w
W. Haskell, A. I Den· and A. M. Rjei *
Fmark B. Hammord.
•on of ML Mica Lodge.

j

waa

prominent

10 o'clock. President Rideout preaided
A vote of thanks waa returned to thi
clerks' association for a donation ο
twenty-five dollars, the net result of tbei
last ball. The gift is greatly appreciate*

In the work of the severa

Masonic bodies.
He was married in Cambridge, Oct
30, 1864, to Miss Sarah J. Gardner. Tbeii
children were Percy G., Wilfred, May M.
Stanley M., and Roy H.
(
One brother, Charles H. Bolster ol
Chicago, survives bim. Another brother
Capt Horace N. Bolster of South Paris
died last July.

rather mixed and informal at times, ow
pro
ing to a lack of knowledge of the
visions of the law regarding the matter
The sum of $300 waa finally raised foi

protection.

Interest and discount on taxes wen \
as in previous years—6 pe
cent interest on taxes of 1907 after Jan

arranged

befor<
1st, 1908, and discount, 3 per cent
1
June 1, 1907, 2 per oent before August
and 1 per cent before Nov. 1.
The jury list was acoepted, as révisée

by the selectmen.

Voted to maintain schools during
Forbes !
coming year in the Biscoe,
bj the management.
Mountain ant I
Porter,
Tubbs,
Partridge,
the
Norwa;
The monthly meeting of
and not to mair
Board of Trade held at Engine Hon» Wbittemora distriots,
in the Snow's Falls, Hal I
schools
tain
ο
the
considered
Hall Feb. 28,
report
and Bolster districts during the oomini
the committee on new ahoe shop. Thi
I
to th
favorable
year.
was
not
which
report
moderator was voted $3.00 for hi
The
1
wii
tb
who
was
D.
D.,
new
by
adopted
Rev. Smith Baker,
enterprise
■
services, and the meeting adjourned a
labors as pastor of Willistoi > ; board.
I oloae his Portland,
3 o'clock.
will
June
past
1st,
church,
:
It was the shortest town meeting fo
Robert Edeson in bis celebrated pro
July in the interest of Christian En
with the s malles
will attend tb< > dnction, "Strongheart," will be at th s'several years, and
and
In
West
the
deavor
I
of disoussion and oratory.
international meeting of the organisa Empire theatre, Lewis ton, early ii ι amount
The appropriations make a total ο [
tion in Seattle.
April.

I

1

th >

Spotting
Storm King Boots,..

Men's
Men's Short Boots,
Men's Short Boots,
Boys'Storm King Boots,
Boys' Short Boots,
Youths' Storm King Boots
Youths' Short Boots,
Women's Short Boots,.
Misses' Short Boots,
Child's Short Boots,

Remember you can get what you
of us.
you buy your footwear

$5>oo

400
3.50
3-»5
3.00
a.50
2.25

1.85

1.85

1.50
1.35

want and save money if

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Telephone 110*8.

As
played
with
aid of music
roll end
treadles by any non·
player

TWO PIANOS IN

ONE-ANYBODY CAN PLAY IT

NOTEs We cm take your present piano In exchange, and will arrange monthly
to aoy
payment·» for the difference If Mred Illustrated catalog «M he mailed
addrcn» ou request.

w. J. WHEELER

Large Stock of Piano· and Organs Always
UlUlate* Block

CASTORIAΜ»·ιιΐβη*

ik· ru Vm lltM ihim

Riirkt

»t

on

Hand.

Eaay Terms
South Paris, Mala·

χ/β=3Γ

The Mew-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

HOMEMAEEB? COLUMN.
**·***"
^ϊΐ32ΰ!ββ1Ε&?Ιβ·
M·
5*5^^4»"· editor ΒοκαιηΜ'
OOLoiar, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pert·,

Word·.

Word· Wltbla

No. 8

Take

prayer from a legal notice
domestic animal; a pro-

â

and leave

a

almost m peller from loud crying and leave an
to a —tropolitaa uewapaper for buay people,
Rural Free Delivery Carriei ornament; a pronoun from a bed cover
good Μ a daily, and yourtimee
three
every week.
Ing and leave to establish; a deed from
brings it to toot door
It ia published on Mondays, Wedaeedays and Friday·, habit and leave value; an edge from
of The Daily

GOOD
AS

and contain· all the moat important new·
Tribune, which is a guarantee of it· value.
act
If you lire in the village or oa a farm and have
touch
time for a daily newspaper you m» be kept in close
oosi.
with ail important new· of the world at a van small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
11.60 per year, butvou can secure it with

A

TRIBUNE!· only

Tm Qafard Ρ—ι ocrai,
your owa favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

M Pwrs On Yur 1er te

NEWS-

will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you a free aampie copy.

THE REAL TRUTH
OF

MATTER

THE

ture.

My first It to strong,
It la deep. It U lone;
What It holds a sailor best knows.
My satoND Is good
For animal's food
And In various latitudes crows.

night

hk game to

He

stop for dinner.

played

till late and atill the game waa not finished; he ordered something to be brought
him to eat—something he oould eat
game—and
without interrupting hia
the loaf and
preaently there appearedout
a slice of
He
the oold roast beef.
meat then two slices of bread, placed
the meat in the middle and satisfied his
hunger without stopping his play. The
combination pleased him and he ordered
that It be called by hia name In the
future.

Sandwiches have improved since then
both in dantinesa and In variety of fill·
the
ing, which really is only limited by
My waoLi is quite sweet
state of the store closet and refrigerator.
And considered a treat
Let us consider a few sandwiches oat
By little folks everywhere.
of the ordinary and snitable for serving
Go search In the town.
entertainat card
For It's shining brown.
parties and evening
If you find, do give me a share.
ments, where the requirements are more
daintiness and toothsomeness than aotual
food value.
No. to.—Syllables.
In the firat place no matter what the
1. Behead a superintendent and bave
the first requisite is to have
occasion,
a clergyman.
the
bread
perfectly adapted to its purhave
Ζ Behead perfectly correct and
This means that it should be
pose.
an assistant to a vicar.
fully twelve boors old, rather close
3. Behead smaller and have an ad- grained and of such shape aa to allow it
verb.
to be cot witbont waste—square loaves
known as sandwich loaves are the best
4. Behead a pet dog and bave a dog.
of all, and next to these, particularly if
the crust is to be left on, comes the
No. 11.—Doable Aeroatic.
small round loaves baked in covered
My primais and my finals each spell
pans. If home-made, one ponnd baking
the name of a famous pilgrim.
powder or coffee cans are excellent.
L Pertaining to the sea. 2. A girl's
Nextcomea the butter, and this will
4. Doname.
3. A fabulous tale.
minion. 5. Elder, β. An outlying part
of the city. 7. Anger. 8. Counsel. 9.
Of little breadth. 10. Rubbish. 11. A
young child. 12. Safe. 13. A Trojan

ALL

OF

REGARDLESS

highway

Mo. 8.—CkaroSe.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paria, Maine.
Tour name and addreea on a postal card to THE NEW-

PAPER.

«rchblshop and leave his head; a
from to Increase In breadth
and leave a Scotch mountain; a lake
from the act of moving from place to
place and leave a wash; cause from
disloyal ami leave an article of furnian

Sandwiches for ad Occasions.
The ιτβηη person looks on a sand*
wlch m a makeshift for a meal, a rather
tasteleaa, dry and unappetizing make■hlft—two slices of bread with one slioe
of meat between them. This Is exactly
what the first sandwich constated of ana
the story of It is as follows: The Earl of
Sandwloh was an ardent card player and
became too mnoh absorbed In
one

hero

THE AMBITIOUS CLAIMS

easier to spread if left in a warm
for an hour to slightly soften, then
beaten to a cream as for cake making;
the seasoning for the sandwiches can
usually be beaten into the butter, thus
saving time and labor when putting
them
Opinions differ as to
be

room

together.

No.

whether it is better to spread the bread
with butter before, or after, cutting the
slices from the loaf. After considerable
practice we think it better to recommend
•dicing it first, taking care that the slices
lie together on the board in the order in
which they were cut from the loaf to in-

IS.—Valentine Pnssle.

OF OTHER MAKERS, IS

The

Eatrol

ipreadlng. Furthermore,

every man in

that part of Canada—the lumberman,
the aportaman. and the man out of any
class—ahould be impressed with the fact
that it ia a crime to throw a lighted
match upon the ground, to soatter the
ashes of a fire, or to leave a camp fire
before it is absolutely extinguished.
Another destructive element to whioh
Sir Wilfrid calla attention ia the railway
The railroads are great
locomotive.

blessings, undoubtedly, but

one

who

takes the train at Halifax to go to Vanof the
couver will find in every
Dominion where there is timber miles

province

beautiful
upon miles of what was once
forest now nothing but parched and
blackened timber—a monument to the
destructiveness of the railroad locomotive.

meat grinder; one having several knives,
that the food may be cut in either fine
most desiror coarse
pieces, being the
able. With such a cutter one can so
sandwich
prepare the meats used for
tillings, that there will be no fear of gettine all the meat in the first mouthful
and having nothing but buttered bread

Underwood

SANDWICHES.

cup
One cup of pitted ripe olives,
grated cheeee, or one Neufchatel cheese,
two tablespoons of Mayonnaise dressing,
salt and pepper or paprika to taste.
Slices of buttered white or graham bread.
one

Typewriter

bread, press well together,

pickles,

BEST WRITING MACHINE

13.—Square· and Pyramid.

Ko.

EVER PLACED ON THE

II.

I.

00000

00000

MARKET.

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

III.

Ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

οοοοο

·
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It Has Stood the Test

1. In thistle.
Ill (reading across).
2. A large cavity. 3. Weeds.
—

No. 14.—Λ Groap of Island·.

On which Island may each of the
following be found?
1. A bird that is a pet. 2. The firma4. A picnic
ment. 3. A cool place.
lunch. S. A kind of fur.
No. 15.—DeBultioa·.

i TR1 ΡΕ V—An evergreen shrub.
2.RUJAB I—A genus of wading
birds.

Our guarantee is backed
by what we know it

does, not bv

what

J

remove

dianapolis Star, recently conducted
party of railroad officials and reportera
through the superb tunnel on foot.

programme there
slight delay, and Mr* Jacobs
laugh, the reporter:

one stage of the
was some
to
said, with a
"We are not very

At

Are

with a
dent,
"

sneer.

'Tee, sir.1 And the reporter waited,
and paper in hand.
penoil
"
'What do you know about this accident?' the president, still sneering,
asked.
"
'Nothing, except that it happened to
the 9:15 train,' the reporter meekly
answered.

the porter.

and

drops
juice. Spread

A Philadelphia clergyman waa talking
slices of about the late Sam 8mall. "I once
gar or lemon
slices
the
and
white bread
together heard him apeak," he aaid, "and his
press
before cutting off the crusts.
bumor and eloquence impreaaed me
had a happy knack of lllua·
In making any kind of meat sandwich deeply. Be
tration. He wanted. I remember, to il·
see thit the seasonings and flavorings
ia a part of even
used are such that will blend with and luatrate the frailty that
the beat characters, and he told a atory
for
instance,
the
to
character
meat;
give
a brave young aoidier.
in making a sandwich of cold lamb, add about
a

on

Not the Head of tk· Firm.
The father had gone away und left
his only son in charge of the shop.
"Are you the beud of the firm?" asked
a man with α sample case.
"No, sir," remarked the young mun
with great urbaulty. "I'm only the

we

hope it will do.

heir of the head."

Key to tk· Puller.

No.
Alien.

1.

—

Triangle:

3. Line.

a

office, and the head of the firm

I oKIa fllllnnr

Ivy. 5. Dispatches.

It Has Proved Its Worth

Balsam.

1.

4. See.

2.

0. M.

5. An.

CHEESE AND GREEN PEPPER SANDWICH.

7. Page.
No. 3.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

be,

A cbeeee ftud green pepper Sftndwlch
ie ft great favorite with all who try it,
unless they object to oheese in any form.
It is made by passing one-half pound of
cheese and three green peppers (with
removed;
the seeds and white pith
through a meat grinder, adding seasonwill deit
found
is
necessary;
ing if this
pend on the saltness of the cheese and
the beat of the peppers. The juice of
Lateat Slander on the Sex.
the peppers is enough to moisten the
cbeeee so that it will spread easily; cut
"I can cure you of that peculiar afslices of white bread rather thicker than fection of your neck, madam," the pbyis usual for sandwiches and spread thick- aicianaaid, "but I shall have to prescribe
ly with the cheese and pepper mixture; a moat heroic remedy."
cover with another slice of bread and
"Not a surgical operation, doctor?"
toast golden brown just before serving. faltered hia fair patient.
folds
the
between
Send to table tucked
"Worae than that, madam," he reof a napkin. The sandwiches may be joined. "For aiz montha you muat rebefore
into
cut
serving.
strips
frain absolutely from turning your head
to glance at the attire of anybody whom
CUCUMBER SANDWICHES.
you happen to meet on the atreet."
For these, take two cucumbers peel
them thickly and chop finely, rejecting
GIVEN UP TO DIE.
the seeds if these are large and coarse.
B. Spiegel, 1204 N. Virginia St., Evana-.
the
either
Drain thoroughly
by placing
Ind., writea: "For over five yeara
pulp on a sieve or tyiog it in a piece of Iville,
waa troubled with kidney and bladder
cheesecloth and hanging this up so that
affectiona which cauaed roe much pain
it will drip. Add a teaspoonful of onion
I lost flesh and was all ran
ftnd
season and worry.
drained
the
to
pulp
juice
bad to abandon
mix in down, and a year ago
and
salt
with
paprika;
highly
work entirely. I had three of the belt
half as much Mayonnaise as you have
who did me no good and I

Street, Portland, Maine.

Paroid

Paroid; opea It; Jnit to your root,
wd If then you aniotatUtd
that you btv· the lx*t ready roofing
ι—ill lead us your nan» «ad addra,udM will Mad you a check
for the full coat of the roofing laotadiag the ooat of applying it
ruât

lot of

Lasts

j

β

5. P. MAXIM &

stockholders?"

2.

This requires two squares of grated choMary—Dark circles under the eyes
minority odate, one cup powdered sugar, two indicate
a aluggtah circulation, torpid
tableapoons of butter, one cup of shelled liver and kidneya. Exercise and Hoi·
and finely ohopped nuts and two table- lister's Rocky Mountain Tea will make
set,

All the inspoons of sweet
gradients except the nuts should be
cooked for five minute* in a double
Take Holllster's Rooky Mountain Tea.
boiler, then the nuts added after the
O.
D.
ά
Stevens.
F. A. Shurtleff
Co.;
mixture is removed from the fire. Cool
before spreading on the butter"Beautiful memorial window," re- slightly
ed Dread, which should be white.—Ex.

aay ready rooflag. Doe't take oar word aloae

BfflU

difference.
crack in the ooldeat weather or rua ta hot weather»
It ie applied with oar piiahAad
cap· that win aot nalJ

marked her husband
church.

as

cream.

they left the

Engine

and Boiler

Par tale CbMp.

"I didn't notice

fright."

South Paris, fie.

▲ severe cold that may

develop

Jh

W
win pi|ant required.
Second hand, six hone power
Gladys—I am going to buy an automoIf you dub· to porekaee real eaUte, bile and I want
yon to go along and help
engine and eight hone power boiler. writ·
or eall oa ua.
Wa ban lor sala
Cut end tee them at A. C. Jonee' aoae of tha beat fanas la Oxford
Cousin Jack—Not for me, little girl.
Machine Shop, South Pari», Me.
Cooaty.
Why, I^even wouldn't pick yon ont a

The E. A- Strout Farm Agency.
h th* WaHd."

i|e NASSAU S 1KB·I. NBW YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr

,

Orino Laxative Finit

Syrup is

you well and beautiful. 85 cents, Tea
Tablets. F. A. Sburtleff; O. D. Ste-

or

vena.

Angler—Hang it! Ia there a dry apot
In thla boat where I can aoratch a match.
Boatman (who has been disappointed
as

regards refreshments)—Try my throat,

airl

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

We are pleased to announce that
daisiea and are placed on veiling gowns
tucks or pleats, and outline yoke Foley'a Honey and Tar for coughs, colda
into between
troubles ia not affected by the
and

Tar. It will core the most obstinate
IP YOU waat a quiok cub
raekiag oough and strengthen yonr
ml· for joar ooantry propThe geoolne la In a yellow
I arty, writ· for oar Improved longs.
F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
ru»
FRÏ1 1lUtlag blanks. îïoad- package.

"Lugnt

Trimmings.

said his

particularly,"
Silk-covered buttons matching the
wife, "bnt the light from it fell on the dress material have loops of same colorit
made her complexion a
Jones pew and
ed soutache sewn around the edges like

pneumonia over night, can be cured
qniokly by taking Foley's Honey and

Steam

MONACO SANDWICHES.
and the firat bottle gave me great relief
I waa
These require the yolks of two hard and after taking the second bottle
it help
cooked eggs, three tablespoons of but- entirely oured." Why not let
Λ
Sburtleff
Co.
A.
ter, two tablespoons of cream and two of you? F.
shrimp or salmon paste; pepper to taste
"Ia that woman'a book a success?"
and uee unbuttered slices of brown or
"I'm afraid not, answered Mlas Cay·
grabam bread. Put the egg yolks in a enne. "I haven't seen anybody who baa
bowl with the butter and rub them with
found anything ahooking in it."
the back of a spoon until smooth; add

Faster and faster the paoe is
By people of aetioo, vim and get,
So if at the finish yon would be,

Paroid with any oiker. Yoacanaee
[ Compare
Paroid doee aot hreak or
the

SON, Agents,

e.

stock in the company."
"Indeed 1 And who are the

■wltismedeof the*«*t/eti—medeiacerowa
(catablkhed ia W17); other —iiiiferturw buy
their reit outside and amply aatorate aad coat it.
itiaeooked (aot dipped) la a aaturattag

[•alg

oauee

lobe,

the pepper and the fish paste and lastly
NO CASE ON RECORD.
the cream wbtsked till stiff. Spread
There ia no caae on reoord of a cough
of
slices
the
between
rather thiokly
or cold reaulting in pneumonia or con·
so rloh that it is unNo. 7.—Divided Words: 1. Ant-hem. bread; this paste is
sumption after Foley'a Honey and Tar
the
bread.
butter
to
necessary
2. Arc-her. 3. Pan-try. 4. A-Rrent
baa been taken, as it will stop your
SWEET SANDWICHES.
cough and break up your cold quickly.
THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
Of these there is an almost endless Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
a yellow package.
Whenever jou have a oough or oold
variety—equal parts of chopped nuts or Honey and Tar in
just remember that Foley1· Honey and almonds, and rather tftrt jelly, or of Contains no opiatea and is safe and sure.
Tar will core it Do not risk yonr
chopped nuts and raisins, or maple angar F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
health by taking any but the genuine. scraped finely and mixed with English
It is in a yellow package. F. A. Shurt- walnuts
being among the best. For any
"Say, paw, what does it mean to live
leff A Co.
of these graham or gluten bread may be to a ripe old age?"
used in place of white if desired.
"When a rich roan gets to be 80, my
"Does Κ. H. Harriman own that new
son, he is at a ripe old age. A poor man
A SWEET CHOCOLATE SANDWICH
railroad?
is merely old and decrepit."
"Mr. Harriman owns just one share of will please those who like chocolate.

proof oapalate
Tbeee aie aiae of the nnciai why we caa ytf> » » w ~
•abac—why it laso largely need by thoU-ft-GorX, railway·, tecloriaiadhtaw
AU weaah la that yoa try **. «a oar noaey-haek cuaraaty.
If your dealer laianl —pptf yoa.doat taaeaeafaarttaieVat
fcilMi do hi
aad

Globe,

mingle.
No. 5.—Charade: Earwig.
No. &—Word Square: 1. Star.
Tome. 3. Amen. 4. Rent.

,.6·*"1*?
Longest

r
Paroid

8. Boue.
Behead ment«:

—

Cure

a new

reaedy, an improvement on the laxatives
of former years, aalt does not gripe or
nanaeato and la pleasant to tfcke. It is
guaranteed. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.

and oufls.

lung

they

if order, the whole system suffers.
Γο enjoy life the stomach must be
;enderly cared for, and there is no
•emedy that acts so beneficially as
L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
djust the illness and set you right At
11 druggists, 25c.

MSI

EMI Ml) Cfld. Water
Portland Division.

Fare Portland
Stateroom

Mill,

Power,

Machinery and Real

BEDUCBD BATE·s
to Boato·

Estate.

$10·
$1.··

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, ·teamen alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 P. u.

Co.,

W. J*. WHeeler «to

for (
ere almost en instant cure

headache and indigestion· I always
keep them on hand."
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.
If the stomach is allowed to get out

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

'"Job» ?β·*™**.

WeSWSUraaMWS
τΛΐίν1?:BELL, of

Bnmford, «η the County
»nd State of Maine, In .»M
resoectfully represents that on the i4ih
pait. b* wu da* S,|JU'W
un'ler the Act· of Congre·* relating u>

I°2f

oiford.

KuK
Unknot

that he ha·

rafff?:.fnn- he Drat·. That he

Manufacturing Company,

le»r«.i

may be

theCourtto ftave a full discharge from all
îî»^
SSÏiabte a«Sn«t hi· estate under ttM

!!££»% irt.y

The Receiver'· sale of all the property
of Tfae Linen

dnly surrender»*! til

ha^i^S^tr'and right· of property, ami
m.î»«î with all the requirement* of said fully
Acti
touching hU bank^Pofth^ orSe» ofCourt

Dated un»

i»n

J^HN

" "* "

j BKLLi Bankrupt.

Order of W*Uee Thereon

°0™hU & ?ay"f

Feb A. D. 1807, on readl*
published in the
that » heart η * I* h*l
other
as
low
ihV ume on the 8th 'lay of Mar., Α. υ.
issues of the Oxford Democrat of OctoFreight rates always as
at
Court
»aM
PoitKnd, In sail DUlines.
ber 16, 23 and 30, À. D. 1906, has by oro'clock In the forenoon: ami ttut no.
InthedxfoH Memoto
"<*
All cargo, except Lire 8tock, via the der of the court been postponed
printed In said District, aB.|
steamers of this Company, is Insured March 11 (eleven), at 12 (twelve) o'clock, thît
known creditor·, and other |«-r*on·In

j

notice of which was

'hOrSerSllbyPth«l^>™*t·

uSffbefore
{[«^'thereof Unpublished
Î'mw,pap«r
ill
»

noon, A. D.

1907, and anless otherwise

Agent, | ordered by the

apixiar
place.
»ny they have, why the
.ΛΓ«ι£Γ«
nr*verof «aid petitioner should not be granted.
at the »al'l time

may

an· I

court I shall sell at the P
And tt te further ordered by the Court, Τ tut
mill of said The Linen Manufacturing the Clerk «hall «end by mall to all known erH.
tpe ''""j·™. ui.i petition and this order, »Ί·
the
in
Company at Snow's Fails in Paris
îlm^d w ihem at Sfelr places of residence m
County of Oxford on said eleventh day ^wîtnew the lion. Ci.arknck Halk. .lui**
of March, A. D. 1907, at twelve o'clock, λ# ihp Mid Court· ftD'l tbe seal thereof, at I ortthe fwdfln «Ud UUtrtct. on the 16th day of Feb
noon, to the highest bidder, under
JAMES E. HEWEY. l lerk.
conditions hereinafter stated and subject AfL>'i?rT'
to the approval of the court, all the
property and interests of said The Linen
ALL OTHER TREATMENTS PAIL Manufacturing Company, which are
probate MOTICE».
In either of tti« Κ -tttei
and particularly described in said To all person· lntere»ted
fully
la it th· unhealthy foods we eat or notice of sale published in said issues of
At a 1ProbSe'coûrt,held at l'art», in ao.1
for the County of Oxford, on the third 1 u· -lay of
the rapid pace in which we live that
The conditions STh
in the year of our ΙλΠ »ne tn·.·. »ae«l
Rheu* the Oxford Democrat.
oanse such an endless amount of
lii'hîinitreil and eeven. The f I'owlng nutter
matism nowadays? The disease has cer- of said sale are that all said property having been presented for the action thereupoo
Indicated, It 1· hereby obi kkki.
tainly reached an alarming point, as
except certain personal property hereinTha^iSioe thereof l»e given to all per*.ns In
of the adnlt population in
after specially mentioned will be sold »Aw>atpJ hr causing ft copy of tlite or .· to be

RHEUMATISM IS CURABLE
IF URimS USED

pi o.

and when the apple falls we will run
to tbe spot, and tbe first one to get
there may have the apple."
The pig agreed, and they set to
work. The goat butted as hard as he
could, and the pig rubbed as hard as
he could. Tbe tree shook, and down
the apple.
Both of the animals rushed for It,
and they got there about the same
time. The apple In falling had split In
halves, and each of tbe animals grabcame

bed a half.
"Well, that was tbe best way out of
tbe
our controversy after all." said
tbe apple.
of
half
his
munching
goat,
"I believe it was." assented the pig

is country
Sne-tenths
form of

are more or less afflicted
thia maddening disr
with some
eaae. Recent investigation has pjroven
the faot that Rheumatism is a blood
disease, therefore, many bright chem-

ists and

physicians

have had

together, and no bid less than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2600) for the
The bidder to
same will be received.

pood whom said property

is awarded at said

have sale must, at the time of said sale, deground to work upon, and they
succeeded In compounding a remedy, posit with said Receiver a certified check
which, if need as advised, cannot fail to for five hundred dollars ($.">00), payable
drive and eliminate from the blood and
to said Receiver, which sum shall be held
muscles all traces of man's greatest
URIC-0
Acid.
by said Receiver pending the approval of
evil. Poison Rheumatic
la the name of thia remedy. It is a said sale by said court. If said sale is
liquid treatment, made and designed to not approved by the court, then said
oure all forms of Rheumatism and good
sum of five hundred dollars ($.500) will
fer no other disease. There is no poiinto be returned to the person so depositing
son, no aloohol or whiskey entered
the composition of URIC-O. It is sim- the same. If the sale is approved said
_

ply

dissolvent of Uric Acid
deposit· which seriously

powerful

îf.fh?uhe<l Skim week* eucceealvely In
?««1 î^aSST a newspaper published

tiu oi
v. s,uUi

marai-i-ar«.
Pwl.lns^ldCounty,tbaTthey
the
Probate Court to be held at said lark
η

TupA<tav of M&rcbi At i'· ij··» m
of the clock In the forenoon, and be hear mere
on If they nee cauee.

fthimi

E. BALLARD, late of Kryeburr. l«will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Dean Λ. Ballani, the -xettmr
MVBY

reaVfld

then In named.

IYDIA A WOOD HO BY, Iste of l'art·, <le·
.but
ceased ; will and codicil and petition for
and the appointment of son»·
person a· administrator with the wl.l anneied,
by Sarah W. Chute, legatee

thereof

'plated

SARAII 8.

STEVENS, lute of l'art». 1« »·*!,
for probate thereof pri-eolel
Decoster, the executor therein

will and petition

f red bÎ.

by

named.

HANNAH Β

JELLER-iON. late of I'orter.

sum of five hundred dollars ($500) shall, deceased ; will and peUtlon for probste it.ewtf
and other
presented by Ueowe E. Darls et al». Ha
of the tors
therein named.
upon payment of the balance
affect the kidneys.
be
said
bottle
of
apby
is sold at $1.00 per
property,
SARAII N. COOLIDQE, late of Cant η toURIC-0
price
purchase
half.—rittsburg
bis
on
chewed
as he
for probate th« r»->f »n i
druffffists generally, or can be obtained plied to complete the payment of said ceased" will and petition
of Henry E Cood-Ue
Dispatch.
; ; η u.
by aadressing the SMITH DRUG COM- purchase price. If said bidder, to whom the^appolntment
other suitable person as admlnlrtrator *
to·
win annexed, presented by C M. Coon t.
inc
ran*
PANY, 8YRACU8E, Ν. Y. Samples
after
shall
is
said
al<
awarded,
property
and heir.
will be forwarded to
The history of the fan Is almost ns and literature
ust
fail
is
ESTHER P. NOBLE, late of Norwiy. de
who apply for same. Our advice
approval of said sale by said court,
old ns the history of the world. One
petition for probate
URlC-O. It may be the means of sav to pay the balance of said purchase price ceased' will and
presented by Edward H. Noble, the ex., utor
might utmost Imagine Eve flaunting a Ing your lif· or may prevent you frorv
in accordance with the order of said therein named.
feathor
leaves
fan
of
palm
primitive
MUg crippled for life.
court upon approval of said sale, then
The Egypers In the garden of Eden.
Is sold and recommended in said five hundred dollars (9500) shall
Uric-0
made
tians used fans of strange shapes
A.
South Paris and West Paris by F.
of parchment or plumes-at their rebe applied as said court may direct, to
tlon and creditor.
Shurtleff & Co.
ligious ceremonies. The Romans used
the payment of all cost and expense of
MARY T. HILBORN, late of rarl-'. ·4·
'.Γίίι»
a flabellum, a cort of circular fan, on
Receiver
of
said
services
the
said sale and
petition for the «ppolntment of ( "Τ· [; }l^J
lrMor·
br »ome other suitable person a·»1"»"
occasions of state, aud the early Greeks
And said bidder presented by brace Thayer, a creditor.
on account thereof.
had fans made of the flat leaves of the
of
balance
the
to
shall
be compelled
AM09 Κ MASON, late of Porter, di.-eued,
pay
lotus. The Chinese and Japanese have
out of tirwnal e-uw
said purchase price or said property petition for an allowance
always been great fan lovers and lavish
presented by Mary S Maeon, widow.
bidthe
next
to
awarded
be
highest
may
Infinite care upon their decoration.
R HENRY BUBSIIAM, late of Canton. Ί»·
r'00
an ullowancx· out
Men and women use them alike. These
der, or sold again as the court may di- ceased petitionηfor
al est* te preee ed by Hannah A U.-rnl-m.
fans are of painted and embroidered
rect.
widow.
silk, gilded pnper, ostrich or peacock
I shall also sell at the same time and
CYNTHIA E.MORRILL, late of Sum,, Ί»
wood,
violet
first account presented by J·»
of
feathers, with sticks
place, to the highest bidder, the follow- ceased;
administrator.
Ames,
Elizasandal, Ivory or peurl. Queen
Linen
said^The
of
described
property
ing
late of
a

ricture brames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

beth owned almost as many funs ns
dresses and had η mania for collectlug
them. Her subjects were in the habit
of offering these trifles to their regal
Mme. de Pompadour loved
mistress.
a fan and encouraged the art of fun
painting. Her collection of fans was
enormous. G reuse. Watteau and other

young
delpbia
whose language was of the sort which
dazzles and delights the younger members of a congregation aud sometimes
pleases the elders as well. In this case
the committee were besieged to ask
for the young man again, and they
consented, but unfortunately the mau
to whose lot it fell to write the letter
bad forgotten the candidate's name.
Nothing daunted, be wrote to one of

the seminary

professors :

"Please seud us that floweret, streamlet, rivulet, cloudlet, starlight and
We've
moonbeam young man again.
forgotteu his name, but we've no doubt
you'll recognize him."
"We do," wrote the professor. And
the desired candidate was sent and
subsequently was called to the parish.
To Extract Essence From Flowers.
Procure a quantity of the petals of

any flowers that smell sweet and fragrant. Take thin pieces of musliu or
fine linen and after having dipped
them In good Lucca oil or Florence oil
place them ns layers between the totals. Sprinkle a small quantity of fine
salt on the flowers and put α layer of
linen nnd η

layer

of flowers

alternately

&

Mouldings fcjL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

KILLthe couch

and

CURE

w™

THE

LUNC8

Dr. King's

New Discovery
/Consumption

FOR I

OUGH8 and

V0L08

prie·
60c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all

THBOÀT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

—

Wool

until an earthen vessel or wide mouthglass bottle is full. Tie the top

close out
with oil silk or parchment, then to
a south aspect In the
up atock.
heat of the sun, and In fifteen days,
when uncovered, a fragrant oil may be
squeezed away from the whole mass.

over

ON

of artistic fitness. The new costumes have to some extent frequently
undone the results of undress rehearsals, the actresses no longer representin,' the drama as they did before the
dressmaker sent home their gowns,
while the variety of their iiniœrsonations Is swamped by the uniformity of

'»«*

ai

WALTER L. MERRILL, lete of
Hsrtfojd,
deceased" account for allowance and p-tli ·<η for

pn

à vu

u

COLE, late of

Wuodrtm-k.

<«·

ceased ; second account preeente.1 for a
One double traverse pung.
by Er*nk M.Cole, a«lmlnlstrator w.ih tin
annexed.
One pair of driving harnesses.
MIRANDA E. MARTIN, late of
Dated at Portland, Maine, January 26,
^
ceased; final account presented for a.^watct

1907.

Charles A. Strout,
Receiver.

by Augustus K. Martin, executor.
PPTF.R M. HOLD EN, late of Parls.dc
.^1.
petition for order to 'llitrtbute ba An S. w
rig»,
inn in hi· hand· presented by .lamts
executor.

N"'AV,{;''J

HENRY M. BKARCE. late of
ceased ; account presented for alloxan
11. Beclt et ais. trustees of

fui»

»

Ιι'V v'L.r#1<.(

deceased for «he benefit of tht Hrst
let Parish of Norway.

NOTICE.
I η the District Court of the Unlte'l .«tare- for the
District of Maine- In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
NOBM IN C. McINNIS,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Mexico, Bankrupt J
To tbe creditor· of Norman C. McInnW, in
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice 1· hereby given that on «tie 16th day of
Feb., A. D. 1907, the said Norman C. Mclnnle
waa dnly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditor· will be held at the office
of tbe Beferee, No. 8 Market Square, South Parla,
on the etb day of Mar., A. D. 1»ι7, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the «aid creditor·
a
may attend, prove their claim·, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
become
other
buMneaea·
•och
may properly
fore said meeting.
South Part·, Feb. 18. 1907.
WALTEB L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

ri adi o KESSKNDKN, late of Bi wr.ti«*M,
deceased; final amount presente«l for λ
0y Walter P. Perkins and Edward 1 lU-ting·.

All Kind of Ma-

Corner Main and Danforth St!.,

NORWAY,

I.

odd patterna artd clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
MAINE.

Forest Air.

administrators.

LOTTIE 8TAMP, lateof Bumford.
petition for the eppolmment of

or some other suitable person as
by EllloU W. Howe, a

presented

wl·

.'.

ad™credit·

if
r.

ADDISON E. HEBBICR, Judge of salitouit.

Atruecopy-AtteM^ p

pA|{R ^ ^

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notlc< that«ht
has been duly appointed executrix o(t;< l*«t

will and tcAtuinent of
GILBERT TILTON, late of Bark He
Id the County of Oxford, deceased, in I *!»#·
trlof
All |μ·ι>·ί
bond* an the law direct*
demands against the estate of »ald ■■·· ι»*!
for -euliare desired to present the earn·:
to
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requc -ic !
■

make payment Immediately
CYNTHIA M. TU
Feb. 19th, 1007.

"V

NOTICE.
The aubecrlbcr herebv (rire* notice Hint
ha* been duly appointed executrix of the Is*
will and testament of
STEPHEN B. KAWSON, late of I'arl*.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an·! *1«<·β

Carpets

their fashions.—A. W. I'Jnero in Costume.

There Is α generul Impression thai
the humidity of the air Is greuter in
the woods than In the open fields.
This Is contradicted, however, by the
result of observations made In GerIt was found there that the
many.
bamldlty, both relative and absolute,
was slightly greater In the open than
In the woods, and this was true equal-

WILLIAM HAZELTINE,
deceased ; first account P«»ented for
by Isaac H. Berry, administrator.

tor.

sleigh.

—

lay the vessel in

place

One double team.

One

A LOW PRICE

ed

8tcgo Dressmaking.
Our plays are for the most part overdressed. with extravagance, vulgarity
cud in appropriateness obtaining in

Manufacturing Company:
Two horses, subject to a lieu for keeping, the amount of which lien will be
fully stated at the time of said sale.

■

Natfonu Pore Food and Drag law as It
contains no opiates or other harmful ly In the morning and in the after
drags, and we reoommend it as a safe noon. As to the temperature of the
remedy for children and adnlta. 9. A. air among the trees, it was a trifle
Sburtleff A Co.
higher than in the open in the morning and in a more marked degree is
"Oholly tells me that he has received a the
afternoon.
flattering offer for his services."
"Do you believe it?"
Ineensistenoy.
Tiny lace reveres are bound around "Why, yes. Any offer at all for hie
"What is Inconsistency Γ aaked the
with bias of panne velvet, and small folda services would be nattering."
of the panne are ran In and ont of tbo
carions one.
hole· In the lace.
I Are you tired, fagged out, nervous,
"Well," responded the wise one, It
Dr. Auatin Tenney, Oculist, will
Rosettes made of silk, ribbon, or vel- sleepless, feel mean? Hollister'a Rooky Is that spirit which mores a woman
vet, to stimulate flowers, and with artifi- Mountain Tea atrengtheos the nerves, whose sleeves stop at the elbow to be at Elm House, Norway, Thura*
cial or with jewelled buttons as oentara, aids, digestion, brings refreshing sleep. scold her husband because be hasn't day, Jan. 17th. Hours, 1030 a. m
and reception 85 oents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Sburtare need on evening
to 4 p. m. Eyea examined free.
any cuffs on."—Chicago News.
leff A Co.; 0. D. Stevens.
dresses.

Very pretty ornament! to be used as
bucklea or fancy buttons are of heavy
corda covered with velvet or allk or the
drees material and twisted into a figure
oval larger than the other.
eight with one
The larger one has the center filled In
with a design in embroidery silk in the
sftme or ft contrasting shade.

PIANOS.^

Lauter Player Piano,
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The
are sold for just as low
and
instruments,
sre all first class, high grade
Also I have
for the quality of the instrument.
money as they can be sold
hand.
on
stock
Price»
always
several medium grade pianos. A large
we will try and interest you in
Monroe, Me, Sept 10, 1906.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and
«I have uied *L. F.' Atwood'i Bit- the best pianos that are on the market.
find
ten In my family for year· end

General
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

did not disdain to
She looked at the money, and renowned painters
art to fan painting. It was
their
lend
over.
clouded
face
her
"
'Nine dollars,' ahe aaid.
mostly executed on chicken skin or
"'Tea,' aaid the bead, a little hurt; ▼ellum.
"that ia juat half. I'm sorry you are
Knew Him at One·.
not aatiafied.'
"
There are other sure ways of bring'It isn't that I'm not aatiafied,1 aaid
the young woman, 'but all along he's ing α man to mind besides mentioning
been telling me bia pay waa only $14 a his name. Among the candidates who
week. Wait till be gets home! If them were sent from Princeton to a Phlla
"
man
Spaniards don't kill him, I will.'
church was one

ley's Kidney

No. 4.—Substitutions: 1. Inlet, islet.
2. Sprat, spray. 3. Squeak, squeal. 4.
Rill, hill. 5. Fly, ply. β. Mountain,
7. Carat, caret. 8. Dingle,
fountain.

y

on·

You rub

her 19.

No. 2.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma: Better is some of pudding than
physioians
1. Fife. 2. Pound. 3. cucumber and spread between slices of
uone of pie.
Fowas practically given up to die.
wheat bread.
Hand. 4. Artist. 5. Bee. G. Monitor. buttered whole
reoommended
waa

1

"I'll tell yon what we'll do.

^

~

against the tree, and I'll butt tbe tree, against fire and marine risk.

until those which are accessible bear little
resemblance to their primeval state.

"This aoidier enliated in the Spanish·
little mint aauce to the lamb, or chop
and he fought like a lion
two or three leaves of mint with it, and American war,
hia country. The firm be had workmoisten the meat with Mayennaise or for
To
with the record be waa
I.—1. Sluggish. 2. At no time. 3.
French salad dressing. For beef add a ed for, pleaaed
told hia wife that
5. A
elude. 4. A kind of rampart.
little onion juice (obtained by pressing a making for himaelf,
all the time he waa away they would pay
river of Englund.
cut onion on a grater) or add a little
2. In a grated horseradish to the minced meat; half hia wagea to her.
II.—1. A famous city.
"Accordingly, at the end of the firat
its
higher place. 3. Something used on cold chicken mixed with one-sixth
week the young woman called at the
also
an
acceptis
of
bulk
jelly
cranberry
the bow of a violin. 4. Covered with
handed
οοοοο···οοοοο

οοοο·····οοοο

BUYapect it; apply

said:

by the speculative lumberman and the
improvident settler, and ravaged by fire

"
'Of course I am, sir.'
crusts and cut into squares er triangles.
To whom does Cupid send a valen"The dieappointed reporter pocketed
8AVOBY SANDWICHES.
tine? The answer may be found by
hie tools.
"
Ί suppose,' he said thoughtfully,
Savory sandwiches may be made by
selecting fourteen letters from the obof
three tablespoons
"that must have been the accident rejects shown In the picture, adopted beating to a cream
of
to it a teaspoonful
ferred to.' "
from the New York Tribune, and ar- butter and adding
the same quantity of
mixed
mnstard,
to
order
in
the proper
ranging tliem
tlow ne ueceivea ner,
chopped parsley, capers, olives and
spell two words.
of either vinefew

IS PRE-EMINENTLY THE

Roofing-

the apple for myself."
"If you do, I'll get It and eat it," replied the pig.
So they both went to work to think
of η plan tliHt would insure their getting the apple. After awhile tbe goat

men

Cut the bread thinly, chop the olives
line and add them to the cheeee, mixing
"
'Well,' said the president, 'that
well; moisten with the Mayonnaise and
the minnte.'
season to taste with the salt and pepper. train came in on time to
"
'Are you sure of that?' said the reSpread between the slices of buttered

I

"

the pig.
"If you do, I'll get it and eat it"
answered the goat; "but I think that
I'll have to butt tbe tree so us to get

have taken every
precaution in their endeavor to overcome
in the operation
inherent
the difficulty
of the railway locomotive. Thev have
put screens upon their smokestacks and
devised other methods, but all have
proved inadequate. While the Canadian
forests have never been called upon to
pay the enormous tribute to multiplying industries that those of the United
States have, they have been decimated

Yet the railroad

punotual, eh? We
like a little country railroad that I
used to ride on.
left.
"To the president of this road areA sandwich made with ripe olives and
went hurriedly one evening.
cheese for the chief ingredients is one porter
"I understand,' be said, 'that there haa
sure to find favor with those who like
an accident on your line to-night.'
The rule for making been
savory tid-bits.
"
'Oh, you do, do you?1 said the preelthem is given in full.
RIPE OLIVE AMD CHEESE

Exchange

shake that apple down for me."
"No, I'll not shake it down for you,
but I'll shake It down for myself," said

sure

*

76

HEADACHE
Divided Apple r.tr.v
,OR
INDIGESTION
Per

a

eon·

Reporter Has Bright Thought.
their matching when placed toCharles M. Jacobs, the chief engineer
later.
gether
of the Pennsylvania railroad tunnel under
A most useful implement where sandthe North River, according to the Inwiches are to be made frequently is a
a

THAT THE

1

BmbJm of tfc· Pomt

Λο Aolnjal Story
fact which Canada faoee with
a
LI i tit FplKs
within
that
of
sadnees
degree
few jean ahe will be abeolotelj devoid
at
of the beautiful pine foreata whioh
one time were her pride. At the preaeot rate of deetrnction the number of
years cannot be great until there will
hardly be another tree of the original
Mr. Pig and Mr. Goat met one daj
foreeta to be oat within the limita of the
under an apple tree, and after tbey ban
Canadian lumber region.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier In η reoeot addrees bidden each other good morning tbej
called attention to the many enemiee of turned tbeir eyes toward tbe uppei
the foreet. Man, he said, ie bad enough, branches to see wbat amount of fruit
but he l« not ao bad aa the inaecta and was on tbe tree.
the inaecta are not ao bad aa the Are. The
And wbat do you suppose tbey sawl
Are le the great enemy of the foreata.
But sucb a fine, rip*
Tear after year, during the aummer Only one apple.
to makt
months, milee and mlleeof foreata are apple It was and large enough
deetroyed by Are. Perhapa It doee not up for any number of smaller piece»
go on at so great a rate aa In former of fruit.
"Will you do me a favor?' asked tb<
yeara, but there ia still far too much of it
Efforta are being made, however, to
of the goat
pig
oheck the ravagee of the flames. In the
"Wbat Is it?" asked tbe goat
Ottawa valley the lumbermen keep a
"Won't you butt up against this tree
of the woods, and that ia a great
bard as you can and shake that
elp. In order to be of the greatest as
service the forests would have to be apple down for me?*'
"Oh, ho!" cried tbe goat "I was Just
looked after aa they are in France and
Germany, so that so far aa possible every going to ask you to rub up against tbe
incipient fire might be prevented from tree as bard as you could so as to
Itie

sons'

Supplies.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

Λ11 person» laving
bond* aa the law direct*.
! *r«
tleniands against the estate of -aid decea-·
for settlement,
sime
the
to
desired
present
inak«
to
and all Indebted thereto ire requested

pByment Immediately.
A DDI Κ Β. BUSWE1.L.
Feb. Mb, 1H07.
λοτιγε.

h«
The *ubicr!!>cr hereby gives notice that
the
has been duly appointe·! executor of
of
and
testament
last will
ALPHONZO C. JONES, late of Pari»,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, sr. l (jives
bonds a· the law directs. All i^r^ot)· ».*ν1ηκ
**
demands against the estate of said deces·· >
desired to present the same for *ettleiM.-iii, an-l
all Indebted thereto are requested to mske payment Immediately.
WALTER 8. JONES.
Feb. 1Mb, \M.

noncK.

·'<
The subscriber hereby give* notice that
I»»'
have been duly appolnte<l executrix of the
will antl testament of
LUNA E. ABBOTT, late of Bumford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an κΐ«»
bond* as the 'aw direct*. All persona s»l 'i
demands against the estate of said d« ι'*1
are desired to present the same for eettViniot,
to m»M
and all indebted thereto are

requested

payment Immediately.
CAROLINE W. BLANCHARD
Feb. 19th, 1907.
NOTICK.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

The subscritor hereby gives notice that
haa Iteen duly appointed administrator of tM
•Mate of
BElvT G. WHITMAN, late of Bethel.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and %I*"
liondaaathe law directs. All person* h.tvtrg
demands against the estate of s.il I deceased
desired to present the same for settlement. a»e
all Indebted thereto are requested to make ρ*Γ
ment Immediately.
Feb. 19th, l«ïï.

lewest Prices iiOxfordGountv.

FRED H. WIIITM W

ROTICE.
M
In the District Court of the United State»
Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
the District of
In the matter of
)
CLEOPHAS GAGNE,
5 Iη Ranlmptei·
of Rumford rails, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Cleophas Gagne, in U#
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
ο
Notice la hereby given that on the 20th day

ι»«/«*

Feb., A. D. 18W, the aald Cleouba*
or*
duly abjudicated bankrupt, ami thst the"ft.·*
meeting of hla creditors will be held at the
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, sobJ®
Paria, on the 6th day of Mar., A. D. I90",.*:
»
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time
said creditors may attend, prove their claie··
For Sale in South Paris. appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt,jm> ;
tranaact each other baalnesa aa may proper
The honte and land belonging to the come before aald meeting.
South Paria, reb. II. 1907.
eatftte of the late Mr·. Sarah W. Hewett,
WALTER L.GRAY.
situated in the center of the Tillage, haa
Referee InBankruptcr·
two apartments of «even and eight room·
in
with aheda, large attlo, Ac., and la

NORWAY, MAINE.

waa

We Do all Kind· of....
excellent condition. The grounda are
extensive, containing additional honae
JOB PRINTING.
lota.
W. T. HEWITT.
Atvoid 4 F·*··, Sorti
JAMXS 8. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Parla.

